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14, REFERENCES USFET HIS Center CI-FIR/106 •td 22 Mar 46
USFET IS Center CI-IIR/53 dtd 17 May 46

2. PL1SONAL DLTA
a. SURNAME: HAIM
b. CHRISTIAN NAME: Albert
c. ALIASES: Anton HOL7NER and Georg ALBERT
0. DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH: 13 Nov 04 ROSSECLZEN, Bavaria.
e. NATIONALITY CLAIMED: German
f. OCCUPATION Teacher, privs;, SD official
g. RELYGION: Protestant, formerly Catholic
h. DESCRIPTION:
(1) HEIGH T ; 1.60 m
(2) WEIGHT: 65 kg
(3) BUILD: stocky
(4) FACE! round
(5) HAIR: dark blond, cropped and thinning.
(6) PHYSICAL PECULIARITIES or DISTINGUISHING FEATURES! „none
LAST PEPC:ANENT ADDRESS: KITZBUEHEL, Austria.
i.
j. LANGUAGES: School kno w dgecf English, French, Italian
k. FATHER: Albert
1. MOTHER: Babette nee WRTL
m. BROTIP:R: Georg
n. SISTERS $ Annie Alberta; Betty
o. WIFE: Marianne nee SChUERER-STOLLE
D. CHILDREN: 2 sons (twins)
cf. IBEITTITY DOCUMENTS: Wehrpass

l,t

3. A: INISTRATIVE

DATA

SOURCE OF PRISONER, INCLUDING . ARRESTING ANCY:
An17.ested 26 Eay 45 by 52 CIO Det KITZBUIREL, Austria.
b. ACCEPTED ON IECOHNENDATION OR
UEST OF:
G-2 USFET, Int Sec.
c. DATE OF AaRIVAL: 14 Feb 46
d. RESUME OF ANY REPORTS AND/OR DOCUMENTS SENT IN WITH plusona4
Fragebogen, some drafts of material included in this FIR and Wehrpass.
e.
'RESULTS OF NAME CHECK AGAINST PERSONALITY CARD INDEX : SHAEI Pink Card
No 61172.
f. BRIEFS UPON WHICH PRISONER WAS INTEROGATED: Nona
NAMES AND UNI: OF IPTERROGATOaS: Alan 1LAr, 7707 :IS.Centeer
g.
Ii. PRISONER'S AT.CITU1E AND REACTIONS: Has atterpted to win confidence of US
Intelligence by submitting much material on GIS relations to church in the
hope of being imployed by US in an intelligence capacity. Intentionally
vague in statements 1.,hich might prove incriminating. Tendency to exageerate or minimize importance of testimony in order to place himself in
favorable light.
i.
EVALUATION OF KiseNzais RELIABILITY! Limited by his attitude and reactions
as define,
therefore not fully reliable. Was witness to, if not
actively engaged in, war crimes in Russia, but so far has confessed little
on this stbject.
j. DATE, PLACE AND AUTHORITY FOR DISPOSITION OF PRISOVER$ 25 Sep 46 evacuated
to VI 29 DACHAU as authorized by G-2, USFET.
a.
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a, Life History
(1) Chronological
1904
1910-1914
1914-1919
1919-1923
1923-192S
1928-1929
1929
1929-1931
1931-1934
Vey 1933
January 1934
April 1934
October 1934
1935
1936
1535-1939
. 1939-1940
• 1940-1941
December 1941
1942-1943
1943
1944
1945

1 -sorn 13 Nov 04 in ROSSHOLLEN, Bavaria.
Attended school in HOMIRCHEN, Bavaria.
_ Attended Benedictine Seminary in SCHEYERY, Bavaria.
- Attended. Archbiehop's Seminary in PrIEISING, Bavaria.
- Studied theology at University of Munich.
- Attended Georgianum, MUNICH.
- Ordained a Catholic Priest by Careinal FAUTHABER.
- Taught religion in intermediate schools in PASINGMUNICE.
_ Studien Prefekt at Archbishop's senimary in FFEISING.
•
- Joined NSDAP
- Taken into protective custody by Gestapo in MUNICH.
- Resigned fror priesthood eild joined SD MUNIC6 as Scharf.
- Moved to BERLIN with the SD Reichszentrale.
- Promoted to SS-Stuf. Made referent for Church Intelligence.
- Promoted. to 0/Stuf.
- Chief of Church Intelligence Referat of Amt II of the
SD Reichszentrale, JERLIN. Promoted to Stubaf in 1939.
- Chief of Church Intelligence Referat in Ant VII of RSHA..
- Chief of Church Intelligence Referat in Amt IV of RSEA.
- Sent to Russia and assigned to BeS XTEV under THOMAS.
- Temporary Chief of Abt I and II of Bd6 YIV, extensive travel
through Russia as far as STALINGRAD.
- Returned to Germany, assigned to Amt VI asHA as agent.
- Poved to VELDeS, Yugoslavia.
- Captured by British in May, released as uninteresting.
Taken into custody by CIC in NITZBUEHET,..imstria.

(2) Studies
HARTL reports that his father, a teacher in ROSSHOLZEN, was an ardent
member of the , liberal, free-thinking Bavarian Teachers' Association, which stood
in violent op-osit ionto the Catholic Teachers' Association and suffered heavily
under the politiwl hegemony of the clergy prevalent at the time. His mother was
extremely pious and a strict Catholic. If he vented to study, there were two
p ossibilities open to him, either to teach like his father or to enter the priesthood in accordance with his mother's wishes. When he was ten years old, his father
reluctantly gave his permission to r;nter the Benedictine Latin School in SCH-YERN,
stating that there was still ample time later to deci ,l e on a career. Two years
later his fati:er died and shortly after his death HARTL deci-l ed to prepare for the
Catholic priesthood.
While at the University of MUNICH and later at the Georgianum just
nrior to his ordination, HARTL was one of the forerost students and was already
-oublibhing scientific treatises in professional journals under the auspices of
Frof Geh Rat GOETTLER. At the Georgianum EARTL held the office of Genera/ Prefekt,
the highest office open to theology students. In this capacity he was responsible
for discipline and acted as intermediary between the director, Geh Rat Prof ?EIGL,
and the theology students.
While a student,EAILTL joined the Jesuit youth movement, Neu .Deutschland, which embodied the Boy Scout principles of outdoor life on a Catholic basis,
and was soon putin . charge of the Theologians Fachschaft for all Germany. RARTL
wrote frequently for the publication of this organization.
During his early student days, HARTL supported himself by working
during vacations, but after 1925, owing to numerous scholarships he received, he
was able to devote more time to the Bund Neu Deutschland and thus came to know many
of the leading Jesuits of Germany. He also traveled extensively, visiting almost
all important shrines in Europe and all centers . of church activity, including, of
course, ROYE.
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HARTL completed his formal theological studies in 1928. He claims
to have had doubts evon at that early date about many thingp in the Catholic
religion, particularly the strict clerical discipline. He hesitated to take the
cloth end begged Cardinal FAULEABILR to postpone his ordination.one year so that
he mi:ht better prepare himself for the step. He began a thesis on the relative
efficacy of free and formal prayer but never finished it. Acting on the advice
of his father confessor, Dr SEITZ, HARTZ returned after one year to the seminary
in FELISING for final preparation for the priesthood,

(3) Teaching Fxperience
Following his ordination in 1929 he received spacial church honorary
offices, all leading to the teaching profession to which he aspired. He was
Kaplan for only a few months in INNICH/OEUAMING and was already teaching
religion at the Gymnasium Pne liealschule in 7TTICH/RASING. In 1931 he became
Studien Frefekt at the Albertinum in EUNICH and at the sari tire taught religion
at various educational institutions there. From 1931 to 1934 HARTL was.Studien
Frefekt at the Archbishop's Seminary in FRZISI17G a nd instructor If religion at
the teachers' seminary.

(4) HARM Turns to the NSaF
During these years hARIL bean to doubt the wisdom of his choice of
profession. He began to Question the strict dogna of Catholicism more and more.
Yet, in judging the man, it rust be stated that the motives for his later break
with the church 1-ere rootee loss in a logical rejection of Catholicism a c a form
of religion than in a definite emotional and psycholoical disturbance bordering
on abnormality. When he fa led to net the moral test, not only of a Catholic
riot, but of any person of charact a r, National Socialism offere d hi m escape
fro m P world of strict ''1)6, r1F1 ene ritual. In 1933 'HARM betrayed his own best
friend to the Nazis, an d so precipitate d the growing crisis within himself to the
point where he abandoned the Church and joined ranks with tho Nazis.
HA 7 TL's best friend. WPS Director ROSSBERGER of the seminary in
FE=1 :. G, where HARTL was teaching in the early 1930's
FARM describes him as
an impulsive personality of artistic temperament, who often joked in the most
shocking manner and with the greatest irreverence about Catholic belief in
miracles an holy relics, but piously lectured his students on these subjects.
(By 1933 HA2Z, already establishe ;, contact with various Catholic priests within
the National Socialist Party—Kaplan GIGL, Studienrat ROTH, Abbot-. SCHACHLEITVER
et 61
.
- and had oIned the party himself.in . May 1933.) One day HARTL happened to
mention to the Kreisleiter of FREISING, LEDERIR, whom
knew through his
(LEDLRER's) brother, the Stadt Pfarrer (City Cl,rgynan) of MUNICH, that ROSSBERGER
often coaitted blasphemy against the Church enA. the saints as well as against
National Socialisn and HITLER. ILDERER thereuron asked a few more details about
the ratter a/1 (1. HARTL furnished then. A short tine later ROSSBERGER was arrested
and HARTL Was called before P special court in MUNICH as witness. His pro-Nazi
testimony caused a sensation in the local press at the tine and resultse in
ROSL6ERGER being sentence. to over a year in jail. Cardinal FAULFABZR was forced
to relieve ROSSEERGER from office PIV'. upon his release from jail he wat.redudee to
the position of ohoir mast,:r in the Church of the Holy Ghost in MUNICH.
1-TL claims that his feeling of guilt in this affair lee to a complete
norvous breakdown. There is no reason to doubt this, although more than likely
it wa s the publicity involved which le d to his nervous collapse. It can be assumed that, without the knowledge of the Church, HARTL ha d been furnishing the
Nazi Party with such inf o rmation o n Catholic circles for some time prior to the
ROSS3E = GEF affair. Hermann ROLIEYEAGE -Z, 0/Stuf nn = secretary to E.A.c. TL in toe
SD for many years, when questioned on this point, stated that HARTL was in the
nay of the SD office in ru y in prior to 1933 an = gave extre m ely valuable information to the Nazis at that time.
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(5) EARTL Leaves the Church

;

When the Church found out about his ettivities an '. attenpted to
poison him, acconting to ROILLTHAGEN, HARTI appealed. to HEIDRICH, Who had hie
picked up on the street one day ane placed in protective custody.
EARTI,elthough generally silent on his early Nazi activities, gives an
even more sensational description of his protective arrest by the Nazis. He
claims that he woke up one mornine in Jenuary 1934 in the Gestapo headquarters in
MUNICE entirely covered with black and blue marks and in intense pain. One foot
revealed a large wound an his head was comeletely swollen and suprirative. His
lips were blue end bleated and two teeth were missing. He had been beaten tinmercifully but remembered nothineehe claims. HEYDRICH told him thet he had been
beaten arC pcisoned by fanatics of the Church. During his period nf recuperetion
in Nazi custody, which lasted until April 1934, ElinL claims to have receivee
an invitation from the Archbishop's orainariat in MUNICH to discuss his further
activity in the Church. H answered by resigning fror the priesthood, egeinst
the advice of HIMI:LER, who suggested he await his appointment to Studienrat,
whcih would give him a civil service position with pension rights .e-something
which shoule not be ignored in considering one's future. HI NIER then offered
HARTI a position with the SD at 300 Re monthly as assistant to Maj IIGES in the
SD Reichszentrale in MUNICH, where HABTL's knowle ge of the Catholic Church could
be exploited to the fullest.

d

7

d

(6) HARTL Joins the SD
EARTL was given the rank of SS-..Scharf in the beginning and by 1935
was Church referent of the SD_Reichszentrele with the rank of SS-U/Stuf. In 1936
he became SS-0/Stuf, in 937 /Stuf and in January 1939 SS-stubat. It was during
the first few years of his Nazi activity that HARTL gained the respect of both
HEYDRICR ane EIMHILR and earned for himself the reputation as the Vatican expert
of the Party. In this period he organized the intelligence network against the
Church (see Organization of Church Intelligence within the GIS), placing his
extensive knowledge of Catholic affairs at the full dipposal of the Nazis. During
the BOEHM affair in June 1934 HARM gathered evidence against Party members suspected of close connections with the Church (statement by init Rial tar' Josef
GEKUM), and although definite proof is lacking, it is reasonable to assume that
victims of his blacklist failed to survive the purge.

1

R

(7) Work for SD and RSEA
EARTL thus entered the inner circle of influential Nazis like
LL and was considered part of the well,-known
and
"Bavarian invasion" of BERLIN when thie group of Bavarian Nazis shifted their
SD headouarters from .TI ICH to the German capital IA 1935. At this time HARM was
in the church Referat in Amt I 'Onformation, ofthe SDentrale. In BERLIN Amt
I became Abt II-1 of the SD Hauptamt and retaied this title luta the fOunding
of the RSEA shortly before the nutbre4 of war 4 1939
ith the merger of Kripo,
Gestapo a.x.d SD, HARTIo's church Peierat wap at ftret assigned to Amt VII Wider
Prof SIX, who had been'HARTL s Amtschef under the former eet-up. 'Thig arrangement
was purely an expedient, for HARTL continued hie fOrmeteletelligenee , werk indepeedent of SIX and often reported direetlY 04 444 Of *rat /V,-to40YDRICH, or
even to RIMFLER, SIX claims that theepurpose of thareorganization and founding of
the RSHA in 1939 was tl turn Over 41 P J4Ite1ligen0e,directed a ainst opponents
of the State (the so-called Gegnergebiete) to the Gestapo (the new Amt IV), and .
that forithie reason HARTV0 churdhaeferat aetualI7 wWa part ef Amt IV as earl/
1939. Since the Gestapo already had a' hlerch Referat of its Oen with full
executive powers, HARTL's i n
aPparatuS waWt.danglingler g while in
li Pl
mid-air, apparently without aseienment. With the Mansion of the IS a nuiber of
new personalities had appeared on the Scene to qempets'with
in the church
sector, and alteough HARZ, etill apparently enjoyed the confideece of gumucF, he
had created numerous enemies among hif immediate euperiore and eelletiguee (SIX,
MILER, ROTE, STILIER, etc), who despised him as a renegade end were highly
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critical cf his work. It begaa to look very much as If the Nazis had used him
for all he was worth and were now gently puehing him aside.
In late 19ao HEYDRICH called RARTL in and told .him that his Referat
would in future be aseigned to Amt IV under MUELLER. SS-0/Stubef Reg. Rat ROTH,
head of the already existIng Church Referat Amt IV, would retain the executive
function, and both he aad EART .;_, would report independently to MUELLER. RARTL
claims that duriag the conversation HEYMICH hIrted ,eaaj; he was planning to establish a new Grupp iliAmt IV coaprising the so-called Gegnergebiete (Catholicism,
Free Masonry and Jewry) and to place HARTZ in charge of this Gruppe.

(8)

RARTL Gent to Hassia

RARTL was active in the Gestapo until December 1941. During this
period he came into constant conflict with Amtechef MUELLER, who suspected him of
being a secret Jesuit. The final break eame in December, when MUELLER found out
that HARTL had used his office to become familiar with a young girl and hal been
caught kissing her. HtoRTL was diseharged from the RA and was sent to Russia
to work for BdS KIEV. HATTL claims that HEYDRICH reduced the punishment suggested
by laraLLER (assignment to a firing squad for mass executions) by' giving him the
special mission of traveling through southern Russia and reporting on the intellectual trends in that area.
0/Stuf ROLLENHAGEN, who worked with HARTL from 1935 to 1941, states
that within the . RSHA HARTL had the dubious reputation of being a boaster of the
highest order who let others do the work for him. No one believed his boast that
he was working nn special missions for HEYDRICH or HIMMLER and it was generally
assumed that when he went to Russia in 1941 he was assigned to a punitive command.
His constant sexual indiscretions with feminine personnel of the RSRA were
notorious and such actions were ascribed to the fact that he had broken away from
Catholic celibacy relatively late in life and thus knew no bounds. According to
ROLLENHAGEN, HARTL was dismissed from office for attempting to approach the wife
of a prominent Standf while traveling by train between VIENNA and BERLIN.
HARTL l s report on Russia (see Annex X ) fails to shed sufficient light
on his official activities there: It is known that he was attached to the
notorious Befehlehaber der Sipo and SD 010M1S in KIEV and that in the latter part
of 1942 he was in charge 'of Att I and II of BdS KIEV. It is evident that in
this report he has exaagerated the importance of his mission for HEYDRICH, at the
same time minimizing the less favorable phases of his activity under THOMAS.
.(9) End of the War
In 1943 he fell ill and was sent to ZAKOPANE in Poland to recuperate.
From there he joined his wife in the Tyrol and never returned to Russia. In the
summer of 1943 he moved with his Wife to VELDES RETSCHITZ in Yugoslavia and
remained there until Germany's collapse. In early S p ring 1945 he and his wife
flod before TITO's advance to the Tyrol. In May HLRTL was interned by the British
in SACHGENBUIG and SPITTAL in Carinthia but was released again as uninteresting.
In the middle of May he attempted to find employment in a journalistic capacity
in KI T ZBIT'Gm but was picked up by the CIC and detained.
His wife, Marianne HARTL, has stated in interrogation that RARTL returned from Russia completely broken mentally and physically and incapable of
WOTkinfe He was moody and silent and refused to discuss his experiences in the
Eat. From chance remarks she gathered that he had earned the disfavor of his
s:nDeriors in Russia, in fact had probably quarreled violently with them and, just
as in the RSA, was persona non grata there too. Although very much interested,
she never found out why he failed to return to Russia. HARTL explains that he
did not report back to Russia after his recuperation because in occupied territories persons who fell ill were automatically replaced after four weeks. He
therefore reported for assignment to the RSHA in BERLIN, where SS-Stubaf BRAUN
directed him to MUELLER, his former Amtschef, who told him he had no opening for
—6-
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his talents. BRUNE then referred him to Ant VI, where HARTL, according to his
statement, was assigned as confidential informant to SS-Stubaf Rag Rat Dr
CARSTENS, chief of the Kultur Abteilung of Amt VI. Because of his health HARTL
was adviSed to retire and to devote himself to literary efforts. Then in connection with his travels to various research libraries he could act as confidential
informant for Amt VI. HARTL carried out this arrangement from 1943 until the
Spring of 1945, reporting occasionally to CARSTENS in BERLIN various items of
intelligence on church matters gathered during his travels. In the summer of 1943
HARTL, for instance, mede a trip to ROME (see Annex III,Vatican Exploitation of
Military Intelligence) at the request of his Amtechef SCHELLENKRG, and the results
of this trip were then reported to CARSTENS. During the latter part of 1943 HIR11,
spent most of hie time between BERLIN and TUEB714G0 gathering material for a book
entitled "The Russian Church in Zeile". This book was never Published and the
manuscript, along with other private papers of HARTL, were left behind in VELEES,
Yugoslavia, when HARTL and his wife fled that area in 1945.
(10) HARTL's Publications

In all HARM has published four books. His first was called "Gisetz
Gottes" ("The Law of God") and dealt with his own development and final break with
the church. His second book bore the tevealieg title "Priestermacht" and according to HARTL is a revised collection of his reports to HIM= on the influence of
the Catholic priesthood in Germany. So far copies of these two books have not
come into the hands of the interrogator, but copies of his last two books,"3Wige
Front" ("Eternal Front") and "Zwinge Das Lebee" ("Master Life") were found in his
wife's possession. Both are short works of some 70 to SO pages dealing with
ethical topics in popular seyle. They could only stem from the poisoned pen of
a renegade Catholic in the pay of the Nazis. His attempts to vilify the Catholic
Church while glorifying the Nazi Party are nauseating and often vicious, ("The
greatest German of all times is Adolf HITLER...He has demonstrated that for a
German the word impossible no longer exists". etc, etc.) In preliminary interrogee
tions HARTI had the effrontery to claim that almost every chapter in these two
books contained attacks on National Socialism and that it was only because of his
membership in the SS that he was not sent to a concentration camp.
It is interesting to note that HARTL in choosing a pen name took the
name Anton Houna. He claims that it is just a coincidence that a well known
MUNICH euthor of great merit in Catholic literature happens to bear the name Josef
HOLZNER. According to HARTI, RIMIER forced him to assume a nom de plume for his
publications in order to avoid the impression that his books were in any way
connected with his official capacity and his official person and to show that
they represented only his private op inion. His books appeared under the name
Anton ROLZNER, but his magazine articles went under the name Georg AIBERT.
(11) HARTL's Marriage

HARTL's marriage relationship also gives an interesting insight into
his character. He first met his wife in 1936 at an SS party to which about 100
BDF leaders hed been invited. They were married on 29 Apr 37.
His wife, Marianne, was born S Feb 17 in BUENOS AIRES, the daughter
of a German businessman SCHUEREE-STOLLE and his wife Pauline, nee von STOCKHAUSEN.
Her father died during World War I. Her mother, almost completely lame, is now
living with her in the British zone in VEHLEN near BUECKEBURG.
At the time of their marriage HARTL's wife held the rank of Junemaedel Referentin in the RJ Bann 201, but abandoned all Party activities following
their marriage. She was a close friend of Mrs HEYDRICH but cared less for HEYDRICH, because he was extremely vain and extremely critical of HARTI, who failed
to satisfy HEYDRICH's conception of the SS-type. (HARTL claims that his wife once
slapped. HEYDUCH for making improper advances and, if true, this may have influenced. HEYDRICH in his decision to send HARTL to Russia in 19)41.)
- 7-
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HAIM is 13 years older than his wife and this difference in age may
account for his peculiar attitude toward his wife, who was surprisingly frank in.
her statements on their relationship. She stated that he is still too much of a
Catholic priest to be an ideal husband. He is taciturn, strict, evasive, never
rsT-on in his opinions and very moody. He never confided in her about his work or
s thoughts and kept to himself most of the time. Their first two years of
• Triag e were the happiest, but after 1939 HARTL began to lose his standing in the
.SEA and became nervous and irritable. The marriage remained childless until
HABTL was interned in May of 1945, when she bore him twin boys.
(12) RSHA Conferences on HESS and on Russia.
Indicative of HARTL's aignifigance within the RSHA is the fact that
his opinion was often sought in questions of national importance. A few days after
Rudolf HESS flew to England SEYDRICH called a meeting of certain experts of the
RSHA to discuss the possible reasons for HESS's action and the consequences which
might result.. There were about ten persons present at the meeting, among them
RARTL. HITLER was represented by his personal physician Prof BRANDT and St/Sek
Dr XLOPFER represented BORMANN. Germany l s leading psychiatrist Prof de CRINTS
was present, as well as OHLEVDORF of Amt III and MUELI/LR of Amt IV. Others present
were NEBE of Amt V and SPENGLER, as the editor responsible for the "Berichte
aus den Reich' ("Reports from the Reich"). HARTL took part in the meeting as
expert on possible religious motives for the HESS flight.
The meeting began with a discussion by the two physicians, BRA=
and de CAINIS on the existence of psychopathic and schizophrenic tendencies in
HESS. SPENGLER then reported that according to Information reaching him (through
"Berichte aus der. Reich") the German people Were deeply moved by the affair, but
were still faithful to HITLER.
HARTL contributed the statement that HESS was by nature extremely
romantic and exhibited many mystic tendencies. These mystic tendencies were
encouraged by a certain member of HMS's staff, Reichsamtsleiter SCHUITE-STRATRAUS,
whose brother was the abbot of a Catholic monastery. HESS was profoundly interested in the occult and had spent a small fortune on astrology, anthroposophics,
theosophics, mesmerism, etc.
HEYDRICH attempted at this point to develop the theory that the
British Secret Service had planted astrologers near HESS, but there was no way to
prove such a theory.
The conclusion was drawn at the meeting that HESS actually believed
that through his own personality he could somehow bring about peace with Greet
Britain.
Another instance indicative of HARTL's importance within the RSHA was
his pf3rtidipation in a secret meeting some two or three months prior to Germany's
attack on Russia. Amtschef MUELLER called the meeting to discuss the commitment
of Sipo and SD units in Russia, once the Russian campaign got under way.
MUIMIER opened the secret meeting by declaring that HITLER had decided to attack Russia and that in the opinion of all 'military experts in Germany
this campaign would be won in no time. It would then be the task of the police
to maintain order in the German-occupied'areas'of Russia. MUELLER then demanded
from each Referent of Amt IV written Suggestions as to the measures to be taken.
HARTL, as Referent of the Church Referat of Amt IV, submitted a
report stating that none of the various church groups in Russia represented a
political danger to the German Occupational Authority or to the German policy, and
that therefore these groups should be granted the widest latitude in their activities, particularly since after the violent suppression of such groups by the
Soviets, -- especially the Orthodox groups, large numbers of Auspians might be
won over to the Nazis by ouch a policy.
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In his speech at the meeting MUELLER stated that the war with Russia

fould last at the most eight weeks and that Germany could then concentrate all

efforts against England. Russia would be invaded by three columns, one via KIEV to
the Caucasus, one via LENINGRAD to MURMANSK and one via MOSCOW to the Urals.
Everything between the three columns would collapse and it would then be the task
of the police to reestablish order in these parts.
SS-Stubaf EICHMANN, as Referent of the Jewish Referat, submitted the
proposal to exterminate all Jews in Russia.
b. Organization of Church Intelligence Within the $D-Pnd EZRA
(1) SD and Chao. ch Intelligence
With the seizure of power in 1933 efforts were immediately launched to
establish a church intelligence system within the SD Zentrale in MUNICH, which at
that time was under the direction of Dr Werner BEST. Dr August Wilhelm PATIN, then
Stiftskanonifus and instructor of religion at the Ludwigs Realschule in MUNICH
and a cousin of HIMMLER,was entrusted with this task. ATIN had a great deal of
prestige among the higher clergy, and. being related to the Archbishop of BAMERG,
Dr ).AUCK, also had access to those circles close to the German episcopate.
In the latter part of 1933 and the beginning of 1934 Maj a D and
SS-Stubaf Walter ILLGES received an order from HIMMLER and HEYDRICR to begin the
systematic organization of a church Division (Kirchon/Abt) within the SD Reichs
Zentrele in HUNICH. ILLGES, who reportedly died a few years ago, wes known for his
books against the separatist movement in the Rhineland R nd as a specialist on general questions of church policy. In the spring of 1914 Martin WOLF became his
Kirchen Referent. WOLF later attained the rank of SS-Stubaf and was Chief of the
Kultur Abt for the Reichs Protektor in PRAGUE. HARTL worked with both ILLGES and
WOLF as scientific advisor for Catholic questions.
In the summer of 1934 the SD Haupt Amt was established in BERLIN and
the office in MUNICH became an SD Oberabschnitt. PATIN remained in MUNICH and took
over the Kirchen Referat of that office, while ILLGES, 'TOLF and HARTL transferred
to the newly erected main office in BERLIN. During his period of activity in
1:UNICE, which according to HARTL lasted until 1937 or 193, PATIN was considered
the best reporter on church questions. This was particularly true in the years
prior to 1936 when the general church intelligence system was still in the initial

stages of development. Through his intimate connections with the higher clergy he
succeeded in obtaining confidential material for the SD, some of which had not even
been revealed to the lower clergy. He also kept the main office of the SD in
3VELI1'T informed on sll speeches which Cardinal FAUIHABER* or other leading Church

personalities gave before private meetings of Catholic priests.

As far as HARTL knows, FAULHABER never worked officially for the SD, but he
must have known that PATIN was active in it. FAULHARER was considered to
belong politically to the extre yne right wing of the Bayerische Volks Partei or to

the Bayerische Koenigs Bund. He is said to have adhered to these-convictions even
after the seizure of power by the Nazis. While working in the archiepiscopal
Studien Seminar in FREISING from 1919 to 1923 and later from 1931 to 1934, HARTL
found out that in the Studien Seminar as Well as in the archiepitcopallUerikal
Seminar a considerable quantity of weapons and ammunition was being kept hidden
with the permission of FAULHABER (HARTL was told this by the Seminar Direktor
ROSS-BERGER). There were rifles, machine guns ane two small artillery pieces.
HARTL states that he saw these weaponshimself. • Some of them were otored in a
secret hiding place in the archiepisco p al Klerikal Seminar, which . could be reached
by a hidden staircase located under a stone slab near the main altar. These
weapons ware used for secret military exercioes. Thus, in HARTL I s opinion,
FAULHABER.aided in making possible the rebirth of militarism in Germany.
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PATIN abandoned the priesthood around 1937 or 193 g and was made Ober.regierungs Rat by LEi UR. and assigned to Amt VII of the RSHA to undertake research
on church questions (witchcraft).
The Kirchen Referat of the newly erected SD Hatiptamt in BERLIN was et
first under the direction of ILLGES, who was also in charge of Amt I of the SD
Hauptamt. I stood for Information and was divider' into such subjects as Communism,
Free Masonry, Church, etc. 'WOLF was soon .made Kirchen Referent, particularly
for Catholic ouestions, and HARTL was his assistant. In 1935 MOS retired and
WOLF received a special order from HIMMIER to make a scientific study of Bolshevism.
HARTL then became Kirchen Referant of SD Hauptamt, at first under ILLGES just prior
to his retirement and later under Dr BEHRENS, former SD Oberabschnitts.Ytehrer
BERLIN, who became head of the new Amt II of SD Hauptamt in BERLIN. HARTLts
immediate superior was the AbtellungaChef, at first SS-0/Fuehrer IHRLINGER, then
85-Stand! Dr KNOCHLN, later SS-0/Stubaf SUER.

In 1937 Dr SIX rsplaced BEHRENS as Amts Chef II of the SD-Hauptamt.
(2) Gestapo and Church
The Gestapo, which was later to become Amt IV of RSHA, also had its
own Kirchen Referat for executive functions, such as dissolution of church
organizations, confiscation of church property, arrest of theologians*, etc, As
early as 1934 this Referat had its own special intelligence service to supuort
its executive measures against the church. The difference between this intelligence service end the intelligence service of the Kirchen Referat of the SD
Hauptamt was one both of purpose and method. HABTL states that the purpose of his
intelligence service was to keep all leading personalities of the Reich continually
informed about the general church-political situation in Germany. To achieve this,
HARTL saw to it that. he remained in friendly contact with the higher clergy and
at the same time organized an intensive network of spies within their ranks.
HARTL, who had made en intensive study of the intelligence methods of the Jesuits,
used them as a model, and was thus in a position to inform Germany t s leaders not
only on general church policy in Germany, but also on extremely important plans
and measures of the Church as well as on th world political situation of the
Church.
The intelligence Referat of the Gestapo, on the other hand, was
more interested in obtaining a maximum number of prohibitions, warnings and arrests,
and was thus forced to institute a petty informant system among the lower clergy,
where indiscretions were more prevalent. Both intelligence services, says
HARTL, were constantly competing with one another. A system of petty spying could
not have served his purpose, claims HAM. He preferred to work with a network
of undercover agents among the higher clergy, particularly in the bishops'
ordinariats, to obtain documenta euch'es - the secret proiocol'of the Fulda Bithous'
Conference; signed b y the 1:residing officer, Cardinal Ka -inAt: of BRESLAU.
(3) Formation of RSHA
From 1935 until 1938 or 1939 HARTL's Kirthen Referat, together with
its intelligence service,. was part of Amt II of the SD Hauptamt. With the
reorganization and merging of SD, Kripo and Gestapo into the nascent RSHA,
HAR2L's Referat was transferred to Amt VII of RSHA under Dr SIX, who until then
had been Amts Chef II of SD Hauptamt. His new task was more limited in scope
and placed more emphasis on the intelligence character of his work. He defines
this task as intelligence gathering on the general church-political situation
in Germany and the preparation of scientific background material on all church
ouestions.handled by the various offices of RSHA. In the new organization Amt III
(SD) still maintained a Kirchen Referat which had the double task of keeping a
check on the entire church development and activity in all fields, such as in
schools, in the sciences, in the training of youth etc, as well as checking on
the various popular religious movements (such as the Ludendorff movement in and
outside Germany).
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(4) Amt VI and Church
At the same time, Amt VI of RSHA established, on order of HEYDRICE, its
own Kirchen Referat'which originally had the task of checking on the world-politicel
situation of the Church and on religious groups in the various foreign countries
including those occupied by Germany, such as in the Gau Danzig/Westpreussen or the
Warthe Gau. Later, after about 1942, this Referat was organized into a special
Vatikan-Referat.
(5) Amt IV and Church
Early in December 1940 EARTL was transferred by order of HEYDRICE from
Amt VII to Amt IV to direct the counter-intelligence service against the Church
(KirchliCher Gegnernachrichtendienst). His entir intelligence apparatus, complete
with ell personnel and records, wee transferred from Amt VII to At IV and was
reorganized into 8 unified counter-intelligence system. Only the scientific research branch for the church sector remained with Amt VII,
Amt IV, however, already hed a Kirchen I,eferat with executive functions,
which at the time of HARTL's transfer was under Oberregierungs Rat ROTH, who later
became Stepoleitzr in DORTMUYD. Under the new system HEYDPICH kept both Referate
separate and hed HARTL and ROTH both report independently to their Ants Chef
nuELIAR. HARTL claims that at the time of his transfer HEYDRICH hsd half promiseta
to put him in charge of a Gruppe comprising the Kirchen Referat, EICHMANN's Juden
Referat and the Referet dealinguiithh-eem8so1-y, . but this plan was never put into
effect.
HARM remained in cl,arge of the intelligence service of Kirchen Referat
IV until December 1941, when he was sent to Russia on his specie]. mission for
HEYDRICE (see Annex x).
(6) RARTL t s Workers
In the per od from 1935 until the end of 1941 HAITI had e number of
important people working under him who contributed valuable aid in the estsblishment of hARTL i s intelligence service. These were:
(a) SS-Standf Paul ZAPF (later KdS Krim) SD Abschnitts Fuehrer snd
deputy Inspekteur der SIPO and SD in DRESDEN.
(b) SS-0/Stubaf LOOSS, later with Amt VI aSEA and deputy KdS KHARKOV,
(c) SS-0/Stubaf Theo GAERMANW (later SD Abschnitts Fuehrer LINZ)
(d) SS-H/Stuf KUNZE, later with Kirch:n Referat Amt IV RSHA.
(e) §S-H/Stuf Dr FTEAWSKI, 1 ,-ter of Amt VII.
(f) SS-H/Stuf WANDESIEBLY, later SD Abschnitt STETTIN.
(g) SS-H/Stuf STILLER, later with Amt III RSEA.
(h) SS-H/Stuf ROLIEVRAGEN, HkRIL i s secretary and later wtth Amt IV
Kirchen Referat. Kept cerd index of all V-Leute.
(i) DUCHLSNE, later with Amt VII
(j) DE BOER, later lieutenant in the Luftwaffe.
(k) AL2INGER
(1) SS-0/Stuf JAKOBS

-
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Members of Kirchen Referat of Amt IV

The Kirchen Referat of Amt IV with its executive functions was for the
most part in the hands of civil servants with legal training, mostly with the title
of Oberregierungs apt. HARTL gives the follwoing list of those who were active
in executive capacity in Kirchen Referat Amt IV from 1934 to 1945. The list is not
strictly chronological:
(a) SS-0/Stubaf und Ob Reg Rat HASELBACHER (kill in accident)
(b) SS 70/Stubaf und Ob Reg Rat . HARTHANN (later K g LUXEMBOURG)
(c) SS-0/Stubaf und Ob Reg Rat LISCHXA (later KdS PARIS)
(d) SS-Brig Dr SCHOEAARTH (later KS cakcow)
(e) SS-Stafu Dr RUX, later KdS BROMBERG, then BdS Corinthia and
Oberkrain.
(f) SS-0/Stubaf and Ob Reg Rat ROTH, later Stepoleiter in DORTMUND.
Was in charge of Kirchen Referat (Executive) in 1941, when HARTL
was active in this Referat.
(g) SS-Stubaf and Reg Rat HAHNENBRUCH
(h) SS-Stubaf and Reg Rat NEUHAUS (former Protestant theologian)
Later KdS POSEN.
(i) SS-0/Stubaf and Ob Reg Rat Dr JAHR.
(j) SS-0/Stubaf and Ob Reg Rat BIEBERSTEIN-SUMANOWSKI
(former Protestant Provost Prior) later KdS ROSTOV.

•

(k) 0/Stubaf and Ob Reg Eat KORMOERFER, later Stapoleiter in KASSEL.
(1) SS-0/Stubef and Cb Reg Rat BARTZ, later director of the Referat
for Foreien Workers in Germany in Amt IV ?SHP...
(8) TraininE of 'Jorkers
When HARTL was promoted to Kirchen Referent in the SD Hauptamt in 1935,
he immediately set about building up his intelligence service along the lines of
the Jesuit information services. Outer framework of his intelligence system was,
of course, the SD organization within the Reich. To each SD Oberabschnitt he
assigned a Kirchan Referent and to each SD\Abschnitt a Kirchen Sachbearbeiter
(Special Assistant for Church euestions). Those chosen by HARTL for these positions
were then given training in SD work and in church euestions at the SD school in
BERLIN/GRDNLWALD under Dr SCHEEL, who later 'became Gauleiter and Reich Studenten
Fuehrer. Between 1935 and 1533 the series of courses given in these subjects
for SD church experts were repeated three or four times.
(9) Collection of Information
The Referenten and the special assistants at the various levels of the
SD organization (Oberabschnitt, Abschnitt, Leitabschnitt) submitted all material
dealing with their own area of jurisdiction to local Party offices, either to the
Gauleiter, to the Regierungs Preasidenten, to the HJ Gebiets Fuehrung, to
Stapostellen etc.) Material of national importance was submitted to the Church
Referat of Amt II of SD leluptamt in BERLIN as long as this office was in
existence. Later, when the work of the Kirchen Referat had been broken down and
di vided among the newly. created Referate of Amt III, IV and VII of RSHA, material
of national importance was submitted either to one of the new Church Referate or
to all three at the same time.
- 12 -
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The regional offices of the Gestapo also collected intelligence on
Church matters, for the most part intelligence of executive interest, Originally,
thiemeterial, if it went beyond local interest, was submitted directly to
Gestapo headouerters in BERLIN. Later, with the creation of RSHA, it was submitted to the executiVe branch of Amt IV RSHA.
The intelligence material was gathered either by agents (V-LeUte),
who rep orted directly to the local SD office, or by roundabout means through an
SA or SS Fuehrer, Kreisleiter, etc, who happened to be on particularly intimate
terms with some church personality. HAUL established the principle, however,
that it was the duty of the Special Assistants for Church matters in the various
SD offices to maintain a maximum number of high caliber agents themselves and to
assure their cooperation by means Of small gifts (cigars, alcohol, books).
In the occupied areas there were no special assistants for church
matters attached to the offices of Sipo . and SD. Church cly stions were at times
referred to the Referenten of Amt III and Amt IV of the EdS, as was the case in the
occupied areas of Russia, and at other times the BdS would have its own Church
Expert, as in PARIS, BRUSSELS, KRAKOW and PRAGUE. The Befehlshaber in these
areas were, however, exceedingly independent end often received their orders
directly from HEYDRICE or ELMER without going through the Amtschef of RSHA.
Thus their church experts reported for the most pert only to their own BdS or to
the HSSFf in their area. If their reports renched the RSHA they were channeled
in the majority of cases to the Gruppe Volkstum in Amt III.
RARTL also had some agents of national importance, Who reported
directly to the RSRA without going through subordinate SD offices: e g
Reichsbischof MUELLER, Ministerial-Dirigent ROTH, Landesbisch of VEIDEMANN,
letropolitem SERAPHIM, etc.
If it was established that e certain person not belonging to the SD
organization had particularly intimate contacts with the higher clergy end was
willine to exploit them for the Intelligence Service, such a person was as a rule
enrolled in the SS and assigned as honorary assistant to the SD. An example of
this type of informant was the former Economics Minister of the Bayerische
Volks Pertei, Graf WADT-ISNY, who enjoyed not only the most intimate business
and friendly contacts with , but was also related to,: very high Church circles in
Germany, Austria and Hungary. He personally made HIMMLER the oiler to exploit
these contacts in the interest of the German Intelligence Service. As a. result
he was accepted into the SS, was tAven the rank of SS 7 Stubaf, and assigned to the
SD as honorary assistant.
The intelligence material sent in by all SD offices in the Reich and
submitted directly by special agents was then processed by the various Church
Referate of the RSHA into intelligence reports for the Hininstry of Churches,
th Party Chancellory, The Foreign Office, The Propaganda Ministry, the Ministry
of the Interior, and.. in particularly important e pees, for GORING, HITLER, EVELER
et al personally. All reports submitted to offices of the Reich were signed by
HEYDRICH and less frecuently by HIPTILEP,. The Amts Chef signed all reports to
offices on a level with his office. Reports and instructions to subordinate
offices were also signed by the Amts Chef or by the Abt Leiter. General
instructions going out to all SD offices were as a rule signed only by HEYDRICH
and on rare occasions by the Amts Chef. HARTL, as Referent, claims that he signed
only for minor questions in connection with reports from subordinate offices.
(10) Summary of Work Done
RARTL has given the following outline of his intelligence work which
was broken down, as is the case with every intelligence service, into intelligence
gathering and intelligence evaluation.
—

r
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The intelligence gathering was carried nut:
8)

By studyingthe essential Church literature.

b) By utilizing the network of agents established among the higher
clergy with the aid of the special assistants for church matters
in SD offices.
The intelligence evaluation was carried out:
a)

By submitting regular reports to all leading personalities of the
Reich.

b)

3y writing"speCiel re p orts on cai-tain prOblems.

c)

By answering questions submitted by the various leading
personalities of the Reich.

The 'substance of these reports was always the political problems
connected with the church. If, for example, the Pope issued an encyclical, or mnde
an important speech, or whenever some Vatican office, such as the Commiasio Pro
Russia, held e meeting, reports would coin, in from the aghats among the ROMAM
theologians and these reports would deal with background and importance of the event
in auestion. Such materiel would then be evaluated and sent as a report either to
RIB3E1'TBOP, HIMMIER, HITLER, or GOERINGi. etc.
Whenever the German Bishops cane together, the secret protocol of their
meeting would reach the SD through members of the various episcopal ‘curia.
Whenever politics were mentioned in a sermon, whenever secret meetings
were held, etc, reports poured in to the SD immediately.
Whenever the Vatican appointed a new bishop or whenever the Stnte
appointed a new professor of theology or promoted an old one or wanted to honor
him with some kind of decoration, the Church Ministry would always first submit
auestions to the SD to find out all it could about the man.
HITLER himself often submitted very complicated Questions, for example,
concerning the activity of the Jesuits in Japan, or concerning the latest standpoint of Vatican politics, or concerning the wealth of the Catholic Church in
Germany in real estate and other property. To answer this lest Question a number
of assistants had to devote all their time over a period of years until the work
finally grew into m special 7,eferat, which was then assigned to Amt III because
HARTL had no knowledge of economics.
Whenever a Ministry of the Reich instituted a meaeure effecting the
Church, it would first submit questions on the matter to the Kitchen Referat and,
when the measure went into effect, the Kirehen Referat had to report to the Ministry
on the reaction to the me•sure in church circles.
HARTL claims to have carried out his work alon6 the above general lines
regardless of the Amt he happened to be attached to at the time, whether it was the
old Amt I of the SD, Or Amt II of the SD Hauvtant, or Amt VII and IV of RSHA. He
makes every eff2rt to disclait responsibility for the executive functions of Amt IV,
to which he was assigned in 1941. Amt IV, he states, originally had onlY an
executive function (measures against priest 's and pastors and against Church organizations, e g,fines, warnings, speech prohibitiOnS, houae searches. " In the .case
of more drastic measures jurisdiction passed to some higher office, but the Church
Referent of Amt IV could always submit suggestions). The executive function of
Amt IV was always in the hands of a civil servant with legal training, even during
HARTL I s activity as Referent in that office, when he was ostensibly in charge. HARTL
claims that his second successor in office, the Protestant theologian Dr NEUHAUS,
was the first to combine both executive functions and intelligence, and . then only
after he had been appointed Reg Bat.
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(11) SD Leaders for Church Matters
HARTL has submitted the following list of Church Referenten and.
STecial Assistants for Church Matters in the various SD offices:
VIENNA

SS-Stubaf GAHRMANN (1938-41)later SD Abschnitts Fuehrer in LINZ.

SALZBURG

SS-H/Stuf Dr v LOSPICEL

1C1JNICH

SS-Stubaf Dr PATIN (to 1938), then SS-0/Stubaf
Dr SCHICK, then abwat 1940-45 SS-Stubaf WIJOHNLR. .

STUTTGART

SS-0/Stubaf ELLIN . ( 1935-39), SS-H/Stuf BOCKHABET

?RANKFURT a/M SS-Stubaf Prof Dr NELIS and SS-Stubaf UMPFENBACH.
DUESSELDORF

SS-Stubef GLITTENBERG and - SS-H/Stuf PANHUIS.

STE2TI1

SS-0/Stubaf LOOSS (temporarily)

KOENIGSBERG

SS 0/Stuf AETINGER (teTporarily)

.PSEN

SS-Stubafu GRUEHN

BRESLAU

SS-H/Stuf RCESNER

DRESDEN

SS-H/Stuf KNORR

BERLIN

SS-H/Stuf BICK

PRAGUE

SS-H/Stuf MAYER

Cakaow

SS-H/Stuf ramm

BRUSSELS

SS-H/Stuf SEECK

PARIS

SS-H/Stuf SOMMER

KAISERSLAUTERN SS-Stubaf DUFFNER.
c. Intelligence Sources 1 /ithin the Churches
The success of EARTL's intelligence system depended to a large degree
on active cooperation of leading Church dignitaries and his testimony bears out
the fact that this cooperation was not lacking. The various SD offices throughout Germany functioned as collecting points for intelligence originating with
agents within the church, many of whom held high rank in the Church hierarchy.
Cooperation of the Catholic and the Protestant Churches was assured, states HARTL,
since both churches had been active in assisting HITLER to power. Through the
intervention of Reichs Bischof FUELLER, then Wehrkreis Pfarrer, HITLER had his
first meeting with the generals of the Reichswehr in HUELLER's hone. Only
through MUELLER, states HARTL, was it possible for HITLER to gain the confidence
of these high-ranking generals. Cardinal iAULEABER was known for his ultranationalistic views, underscored by his having hidden weapons and ammunition from
the Allied Control Commission after the last war and having offered them for
secret military training. An important group of Catholics aid refuse to cooperate
with HITLER when he came to power, but this resistance was completely broken
when the Pope signed the concordt. HEYDRICE repeated a conversation he had with
HITLER to HARTL, in which EITL . B. is said to have stated tat he coull not have
stayed in power, if the Pope had not broken the resistance among German Catholics
by signing the concordat, thus bringing millions of church goers over to his
side.
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(1) Informants in Germany and Italy
Some of theee informPnts of the GIS supelied intelligence material out
of sheer patriotism, others received along with their expense money occasional
aifts. Still others received a stipulated tax-free monthly fee ranging from
100 to 500 R. And . then there were those who had been caught in a compromising
situation and furnished information to avoid scandal. Personal feelings, such as
envy, animosity, etc were frequent motives. HARM estimates that in every
Catholic diocese and in every Protestant Landeskirche there were from 10 to 20
priests, monks end other church personalities workina for the regional SD office.
He himself came in contact only with key agents whose contacts often reached to
the cardinals of the Papal curia or to the Pope himself.
One of EARTLs best intelligence sources was Ministerial Dirigent
Josef 17.0TH, who was Chief of the Ctholic Division in the 7eichs . Ministry for
Church Affairs. Prior to assuming this position in 1935 ROTH had been instructor
for reliaion and Studien Rat at the Haria Theresia aealschule in EITICH. ROTH
was a Catholic priest and he -remained a priest until his death in 1941, when he
was buried with all church honors. The entire clerear including all German bishops
knew ROTH as a. convinced Nazi of many years standing who had always been HITLER's
personal advisor on all church qustiona long before he came to power. ROTH
maintained close contact with all Germans of the Church traveling to ROME for a
short visit or with the intention of serving the Church there for a lone period.
His influence on these groups Was tremendous, for he controlled the issuance of
foreign exchange for such trips and also grPnted all profess e rships of theology
in Germany. Thus he received from them a constant stream of information concernina
inside happenings at the Vatican and the attitude of the cardinals toward various
political problems or concernin g future measures plPnned by the Church. ROTH
exercised practically the same power aver theologians traveling to other countries
such as to Spain or USA. ROTH passed on all this information to HARTL,whom he
met almost daily. Sometimes he gave the information orally, at other times he
supplied him with written reports of the greatest detail. ROTH also received
reaularly the German Bishops, particularly _Bishop WLENKEN and Bishop BERNING of
OSITABRUECK, who was Prussian Staats Rat. It was impossible for the Catholic Church
not to be aware of the intimate c operation between ROTH and HARTL. They met
almost every day in the Wilhelm Strasse in BERLIN and often had lunch togather
in any one of the well-known BERLIN restaurants. ROTH's special Fssistant, the
Catholic priest and Canonist, Dr Sebastian SCHROECKER, was well aware of the
collaberatien between ROM: and HARTI.
An example of the close collaboration between ROTE and HARTL occured
just after the death of Pope Pius XI. From one of his personal agents in the
Vrican, nin Dir ROTh received the report that a majority of the conclave could
be persuaded to support a candidate amenable to National Socialism, provided
Germany made a seceet payment of three million gold merles.
ROTH. informed HARTL -)f the metter end HARTL immediately reported it
to HIMMLeR who lest no time in discussing it persenally with HITLER. The
deciaien was to have ROTh, as Lead of the Catholic Division of the Church Ministry,
aed
as
Referent of Amt IY.RSHA, both submit separate opinions on
the mPtter. ROTH advised payment of the sum, while FD=ialL, as he claims, suggested
that Germany refrain from inteefeeing in the papal election. HITLER approved
RARTL's suggestion and the deal fell through:
As HARIL remembers, it was a euestion of electing the Archbishop of
TLORLNCL or the Cardinel of TURIN. The letter worked very closely with the Amt
VI RSHA and with other German offices and was .even active in this capacity
following the Allied occupation of Italy.
HARTL recelved numerous reports from within the Papal Nuntietur in
BTFLIN, which was under ArGhbishop Cesare ORSENIGO. In Roman' circles as well as in
BERLIN, ORSENIGO was known to be absolutely p ro-Fascist. From numerous remarks
made by him it was clear that he sharply rejected the aegressive attitude of
- 16 -
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many among the lower clergy against Nations]. Socialism, The SD office in BERLIN
succeeded in winning over one of the few employees in the Papal Nuntiatux as agent.
In the last few years important and interesting statements of ORSENIGO reached
HARTL's ears through Bishop '!ERHUN who was often together with the Papal Nuncio.
The SD office in VIE:ZA also had excellent contacts with the Nuntiatur
in PRESSBURG as well as with Dr TISO. Both sources suprliee frequent and highly
interesting information on Vatican nolitics in eastern Europe. lath Dr TISO it
was a case of open collaboration, whereas the informetion received from the Papal
Nuntintur in PRESSBURG came through an agent within the stff, just as in BERLIN.
Prelate Dr Peter WERHUN, Apostolic Adminetrator of the Unierte Kirehe
in all eastern occupied areas with the ri ghts of bishop, was a personal friend •
of HARTL and gave him en interesting insight into the Vatican's work in Russia.
'IPEUF WIZ a. former Ukrainian officer, and as a Ukrainian PM avid opponent of
Polish Catholicism, who often told HARTL that in him three souls were harmoniously
combined,; he still felt himself an officer, he was a bishop, and he was a friend of
Germany. WERHUY had his bishop's seat in BERLIN where HARTL made his acquaintance'
in 1540.
Prof MA7ER of the episco p al academy in
Chambers emd. III Ililitary Intelligence of Vatican)
g a thering military intelligence while visiting BONE
task by personalities of the Vatican. HARTL cannot
formed further tasks for RSHA.

PADERBORN (see Annexes V as
achieved great succeo in
in 15 43 and was aiAed in this
say whether M.ItYER later per-

Prof HOLNSTEINER, who taught Catholic theology in VIENNA and was an
intimate friend of SCHUSNIGG, collaborated with the Austrian SD offices following
his merrisge to 01 professional singer tn 1939. He worked particularly with the
SD office in LINZ.
The former Catholic theology professor in BRESLAU Prof Dr KOCH was
very closely connected with all ecclesiastical scientists of the Church and gleaned
from them many details on general Church policy which helped to round out the
picture obtained from other intelligence sources. He submitted all information
which he gathered while carrying on research to the SD. HARTL also maintained
personal contact with XOGH.
Prof Dr Sebastian i-Ear.E, professor of theology in '1UERZBURG,
considered to be among: the leading experts on Vatican diplomacy. He regularly
submitted very important intelligence reports on Vatican policy to HART'. His
snecial field of research was the history of Vatican diplomacy and this work
brought him in contact with ell leadine Catholic scientists. For his research
HITLER awarded him the Adlerschild des deutschcn Reiches, the highest award given
to scientists.
The former Catholic monk and SS-Brigf Karl SCHAEFER remained in in1;imate conta ct with the monasteries of western Germany, Holland and Belgium,
:.nd:!.r_g over the intelligence gathered from.these sources to the SD. SCHILFLR
vi7, 7. at one time SS-kbschnittsfuehrer in ERANKFURT/0 and later became HSSPf
IMPROPETROVSX.

The former Catholic theologian and professor at the University of
FRAN77URT, Prof Dr YELIS also raintained an intensive intelligence network in
Church circles of western Germany, Holland and Bel g ium and worked in close
cele'toration with RaS BF.USSLLS. Prior to the war he often attended church
cono-entIons in England and in western Europe for the SD. His special field, was
the olsorvation of cultural influences of the Church in western Europe.
Pater BEEAM. a Benedictine monk who had at one time played an important
role in t:170 economic adminirtration of the Bavarian Benedictine monasteries, left
the Lonatery and began to collaborate closely with SD beginning about 1937. He
werke particularly for the special Reerat to determine the economic power of the
Church which had been set up in Amt III RA.
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The SD office in SALZBURG paid 600 Ree a month and travel expenses for
intelligence received from a certain UNGER (Inn) who was the pee e onal friend and
counsellor of Prince Bishop Dr 1.!AITZ. UNGER was one of the few paid agents.
The SD in HAGUE also had excellent connections in Church circles
through Czech theoloiiens. Prelate BOBE was one of their best Sources of
entelligence.
In Italy Bds VERONA maintained close contact with Cardinal SCHUSTER
who vas known to be pre-Fascist and extremely anti-Russien. While in CIE 71
HAFTI, was told by the former mayor of INNSBPDCE and SS-Staf in BOLSAND, Dr DINZ,
that Cardinal SCRUSTZR mede it possible for the BdS of vERONA, SS-Grupf HABSTER,
and the MSPf in Italy, SS-0/Gruf 1TOIF,to escape to Switzerland.
SD BOLZANO was able to submit e7cellent intelligence reports on church
matters to RSHA for this office had Patriarch EUYN, the former Archbishop of
Prague, who had been active in the Vatican and was also honorary Patriarch of
ALE7ANDRIA, as one of its intelligence sources. HUYN, who was living in retirement
in :BOLZANO, had exeelledt kt:Pwledge of leiding'personalities ' of the Vatican,
particularly on their political attitude.
'SD ZA.GROS succeeded in gaining. as agent one of the closest collaborator
of Bishop STEFANIE (?) of Yugoslavia at the Bishop's ordinariatin ZAGREB. This
agent frequently traveled to ROHE for the Bishop and for the SD and returned with
valuable intelligence materiel. This agent was of particularimportance, according
to BABA, because the France Secret Service also had its contacts with the Bishop's
ordinariat in ZAGR.e6 and thus he was occe ssienally in a position to furnish important
information of a general political nature. This agent was well paid by the SD.
The entire coarier mail of the Vatican to the Baltie region passed
throuoh a relay station in MUNICH under Dr von BENZ. Von DERE hended all such
mail over to the SD to be photostated. At times such mail centainedvery . interesting reports by Beltic bishops on church conditions during Soviet occupation
and at the same time contained Papal directives and information for these bishops.
The BdS in RIGA in the last few years of the war made use of the
Protestant pastor GOEGGINGE:, who was serving in the "affen-SS, in order to obtain
intelligence from the Cetholit and the Orthodox bishops in the Baltic states.
HE7ITI, is not familiar with details concerning the success of his work.
At the beginning of the war SS-StPndf ISS1LHCRST told HA 7 11 that the
rUNICH 'Teihbischof en c' brother of the present MA yor Ti- SCHARVAGEL, had become
involved in a love affair which was particularly embarrassing to the Church.
ISSELHORST ordered SUARNAGLI, to appear before hin and told him tilt the affair
WPZ known to the Nnsis. SCHARN&GEL broke down completely and bekged him with tears
in his eyes not to expose hin, declaring at the same time that he was willing
to perform any service whatsoever for the 'estepo. ISSELHORST accepted the
proposition and thus the Gestepo gained the extremely valuable colleboratien of a
high ranking bishop of the Catholic hierarchy, who at that time was Domprobst end
later became 7eihbisch^f and thus rn e'r tramely intimate collea gu of Cardinal
FAULEi.BiR.
(2) Informants in France r nd Belaium
During an extended trip to PIS SS-Stubef LOOSS of Amt
succeeded in establishing-intelligence contact eith Carditel SUHARD and his intimate
colleagues. This contedt we later further develOped by SS-H/Stuf SOMIM.. For
thl.s intalliEence work Pater Dr
the Prior of the Benedictine monastery of
EUP:0:, was used. irior KELI-E had been workine faryears with the express perelasion of his abbot for the SD Oberabschnitt STUTTG.aaT. It was his custom to
eieeuise his intelligence activity, whenever he found it impossible to work eeenly
or the SD. by posinL as a. collector of photostats of medievel manuscripts leceted
in Irench monasteries end libraries, cleiming'thatsuth a collection wasfor the
ust:: cf his own monastery in 3:ZION. his active collaboration with the SD dates
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from about 1937. He was sent frequently to ROME on missions for Amt VI RSE.A.
ki-. TL claims that the Vatican was fully yware of his collaboration with the SD.
In 1543 REISSiIeiN showed HAFTL a. report from the Vatican on his SD activity.
=la had rep orted. to the Vatican statine that Prior YELL12 had nrsised. the
largesse of the SD in /g loving him to travel by plane, CP.r or 1st class rail and
to put up at the best hotels, but at the same time had comnlained bitterly to the
rntican about the fact that he was given no respite by the SD and was being chased
from one mission to the other with hardly time to collect his thoughts.
Following the occupation of Belgium SS-H/Stuf SECK gained the collation
of
church
circiee in Baussais. HARTL disclaims any knowledAe of details oe
bor a
his success, but states that
high ranking prelate in BRUSSELS offered to neke
regular trips to BONE to gather intelligence on the western Europe policy of the
Vatican for the 5:11. SEC: was the Church Referent for , BdS Beleium and northern
France. In the Flemish area a number of Dominicans worked for the SD, keeping the
SD particularly inforred, on the Flemish movements for autonomy. The leader of the
Catholic elenish autonomy movements, the well-known priest and author Cyriel
ITERSCHAEVE, wet also in veey tntimate contact with SD.
P.

(3)

Type of Information Delivered

As stated above, HAATL I s intelligence system had won over leading
Church personalities ea aeents in almost all bishort ordinariats of the Reich.
These prelates in the Ordinariats delivered regularly all encyclicals prior to
their pUblication, the secret protocols of the biehops' Conferences, diocesan circularstothe clergy, the"triennium rep orts of the bishopt • tb ROME, the replies of-the Fe
to these triennium reports, Papal instructions to the bishons end regular reports
on the general political attitude of leading church personelities. In the central
offices of the most important Catholic organizations similar agents had been von
over by the SD. •
(4) Collaboration of Religious Orders
Of the some thirty rale C , tholic orders in Gerneny, HA:TI, states he is
most familiar with the Benedictine order and is in
position to demonstrate by
usine this order as example, the . close collaboration pr.,valent between these orders
and the SD. The only Benedictine 2ishop in Germany, Bishop Dr LAWTERSDORFER of
PASAU, is a former teacher of HAP-TL who has kept up his friendship with HARTL
deepite his break' with the Church and his SD affiliations. HARTL paid him a
visit in PASSAU in 1940, but claims he never exploited him very intensively for
intelli gence purposes. He further cleats that he refused HEYDRICh i s demand. to
exnleet a. love affair If the Bishop for SD purposes. HALTL has also kept up
nrmerily friendly relations with the Prior of the SCF.E1ILii monastery Prof Dr
Jehenees HOECK. (Through HA:7,TLs sister, who is a Catholic nun, HOECK expressed
his willingness to send HARTL literature daring his internment.) Cardinal
SCHUSTER of MILA.1:, who has been nentienedebeve, belongs to the Benedictine
order and is known to have reintained close contact with the BdS of VERONA..
P

The abbot of the famous monastery Faris. Leech, Ildefens HLRWEGI,
had close connections with Party circles in western Gerany and with the SD
DUESSe1L017.F.
Abbot SC-I:F.1T of GalISSAU was in contact with the SD BRESLAU.
Abbot Albert Graf von SHIPPERG of the NEUBUe.G monastery maintained
contact wItn. the SD STeTTGARle HATL states that he later married to avoid
extinction of the family name.
Abbot SCEAChIZITIIER, famous as a friend of HITLER, wae also a
eenedictine and one of HA.22L i s personal SD agents.
Archabbot Dr
the SD office in 30I7A-190.

KLo:

in KteLTIRIJ personally effered to collaborate with
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The abbot . of METTEX, collaborated with the German militery
intelligence.
Prior Dr KELLER, mentioned above,was Ft Benedictine end ene of the
best foreign agents of the Vatican aeferat of Amt VI.
SS-0/Stubaf.ELLING, who directed the SD intelligence within the
veticen following the Allied occupation of BONE, was once A 3enedictine peter.
Anothet former Benedictine peter SS 0/Stuf ALTINGER was Church
Referent in KOLIGSKRG and was considered to be one of the most active Church
Referenten ef the SD.
The former eienedictine peter MACELNS, a nephew of .9ishop HACHENS of
EILLESHEIE, also collaborated intensively with the D.
ELUL claims to have bean in friendly contact with the Belgian
Benedictine Germain MORIN ever since 1923 and to have received Important information from him on various occasions.
Active members of the SD were the former Benedictine paters Dr WIWI,
DEINTL and Dr C-RUENETALD.
The famous Benedictine Pater JOHANNES of the ETTieL monastery was
very close to GOERING and also had connectinn with the SD office in MUNICH.
EATL states that similar lists could be set up for the some thirty
other Catholic orders in Germany. He also points out that the above list of
Benedictine collaborators is far from ceeplete for there were maw more who worked
as agents for the SD and were not known to HARM.
(5) MiscellaneouS Informants
Nor is the list of SD collaborators and agents erong the German clergy
exhausted with the names so far mentioned. EARL mentions numerous others, such as
Prof PINT of TUEBIrs:LN who during years of research in the Vatican archives passed
on information of the -highest importance to e special agent of the SS, or Prelate
SCBCENHOE2FER ef the T'repaganda Fida . at the Vatican who ceeperated with the German
nilitary intelligence. In Germany Dr mica, a well-known theolofcian and author of
PRZIeURG, submitted intelligence material directly to RSHA concerning the diocese
of Archbishop Dr GROEBR in FREIBURG.
G3OZBER was recently accused in NUM:BURG by Freiherr von EBERSTEIN
of haring supported the SS. In this connection HARIL recalls the following on the
GROIBLR case.
After 1933 Archbishop GROEBLR had his name entered on the list of
supeorting members of the SS in order to lend expression to his particular symeethies for this organization, as he told the Standf with when , he spoke at the
fAr116 of his visit to the SS. HAZTL later gained the impression that GROEBZR had
acted out of fear his , love affair might be brought to light. The abwre mentioned
Lr MOHR furnished the S p with complete information on teis love affair of the Archnshnp. Some years later it turd out that the mietress of the Archbishop was
half Jewish and HflI politely requested him to resign his membership as FF der
request end: leter SS. The Archbishop was at the time very ' much hurt by
on often made disparaging remarks ebout National Socialism.
A year ac, HAeTL asserts, the same Archbishop publicly denounced the
eceepational troops in a pastoral letter by stating that hundreds of thousands of
Gereen women and young girls, who had been raped by Allied occupational troops,
now weepiree bitter tears. Anyone with only the sliehtest sense of realism
1,:%. 1o71, continues EARTL, that these hundreds of thousrnds for the most part
x,;Iclmd the act and. that in only reltively few cases was it actually a matter
of rape.
- 20 -
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Studien Rat Dr KOTHER, a Catholic priest nnd the brother of the wellknown Jesuit '-'.2 .21-717R, wee one of HeRTLis person r 1 advis n rs on basic ouestions of
reli g ion. He was an extert on the history of Vatican politics rind was writing
P volninous work enthled The inemy of God", in which he was attemptin g to prove
that the rapal church with its dictatorial form of forced worship hnd hPrned more
than aided n free inner sense of religion.

(6)

Protestant Informants

,.mong. the Irotestant clergy one of the eerliest collaborntors WPS the
Protestant minister, SS-Richter and SS-Brigf TOFJDROCZ, who in the early years
following 1533 acted. as EIlaLER ; s advisor on church problems of the greatest imrortance.
In later years the best source of intelligence on the Protestant churc
wns Reichsbischof Ludwig.EULIIER, in whose home HIILLR first mede the ncounintanc,
of high ranking generals ofthe Reiohswehr, including von RIICELNAU. EARTL esser.
that he has seen the letter from HITLER to ELIELLER, in which he assures him that
he owed the attainment of power essentially to this meeting arranged by EIMER.
Fe:,.
. RTL received the order to o'rennise an intelligence network, he sought out
who at first distrusted EAR1L fearing him to be a Vatican agent. He very
sonn cooperated fully with RSRh nmd rith 1-!4FTL personnlly, sending him n11 materir
dealins.i; with Protestant dhurch . pDlicy. Occasionally he also submitted interestin
i.ntellift:nce material on Catholic policy which had come into.the hands of-the
.Frot stamt Ghurch through its con:stant resistance to the spre n '.. of aor-•
ih L=er- r2ny.
tLLit
orke 4-very clo r:ely together until
1941.
IeneinF personalities in the Prot .,:stent division of the Reich Finistr,y
for Church Affers w., re the Prot stant Probst 3I32.251TE.IN-SZYLNOVS -ZY and the LPTIOJu gsnd Pfansr of HiGKI:NBURG, DUDZIUS. Both worked as a Fents for the 'D from the
iiI later transfrre -d to Amt IV ESEA as
ti me- the ministry 10PS established. BIB
S". -0/Stuf
Oberreg Rat and became Zds in R":E..T.7'. DUIZIUS become Church Refrc
of Raichsstatth a lter GR-ISLR in 1-0(:EN.
T,aneesbischof ICIDElgig of 3F,LiaN also worked closely with the S D,
almost all of the German Christian Landes bishops. He submitted important
matriP1 to th :- S2, office in :3:3= as well as•_rectly to iHA.

ve

die.

The presidents of tha Protestant Lends churches, for example, SCEUT:
zur 17,IDDLI\T of c:ecklenburg, mzEa in Schleswig-helstin. ZOTSCHE in Saxony, most
of whom were trained in legal work, .were almost without exception active in intelli t ence work for the local SD offices. SChFIDT ur YIDDIN also worked directly
with as,=, and very often was iv.n special missions. Just as it the Catholic
or rlinriats, the SD succeecicd in winning over agents within lmost all Prrytestant
hieh consistories. The director o f the Protestant . Church Foreicch Office, Biehor
ELOKM, was in contact with the German Foreign Office, but not to any great extent
with the
The intellience lead to this bishop was, as f p r az EARTL knows,
essentially t h rouL7h landiz Jugend P farier DUDZIUZ /n German occupied areas, p articulPrly in Forway, a nu m ber . of bishops and ministers "worked closely with the
Bd.S in thir.n.,gion.
claims that such intelligence WS of local Character
ancl ws handlec'L by the local Bc1S,
14...I TL states that since the start of the war no imp ortant foreign
intelligence r„, p ch,, ( the iSh.;,. throu h Protestant sources PS was the case with
sources w ithin the CEtholic Church. The entelliesnce within th.- Protestant Church
de P lt o lmost e:-clusively with internal poltics.
9

•

(7) 'Informa nts of the Orthoeox Church

The '_rthor10.7- Church maintained r,l p tions of the most intimate collaboration with all GE,rmon authlritias. The Crthot9ox Archbisho p for Germany It:Aroe llitan .17_,PHIE in BERLIN worked in the most friendly m Pnner with the RSHA end
ro,culPirly made personal visits to the RSHA offics to retort, despite his advance'
ele, e. With thz, German occupation of eastern territory the numerous Orthodox bishc,
living underground during the Soviet regime emerged to seek contact
who h.
with Gel-van officials. S uch contact I nI S established perticularly with A mt I v
of
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7.SHA. This office, in collaboration with the _Church Ministry, then celled e contilium of about 30 such Orthodox bishops in VIENNA. HARZ asserts thet the conciliete
failed to achieve any success beceuse of the unfortun p te choice of Catholic VI:17-111,
Ps e reeting -elate for Orthodox bishons.
The most important intelligence center of the Orthodox Church was
located in the Vledimirowka Monastery on the Dukle pass of eastern Slovakia, The
two Orthodox Archimandrites SRPFIM, a former Czarist artillery officer, and
NeTHANA:iL, who comes from high Russian nobility, had contacts with the Soviet
Union, with the entire Balkan region, oerticularly with Exarch STEPHAN of Buleeerie,
end with the intelligence center of the Old Catholic Bishop CURY in B I RNE, S witwp s also maintained
zerland. Contact with the Orthodox Archbishop in NEW
• but faded considerably with Americas entry into the war.

nix

HARTL ascerts that Exarch STEPHAN of Bulgaria hesitated for some time
deciding whether to attach himself oolitically.to the USk or to the USSR. He finally decided to eeo over to the USSR and this decision was influenced to a. great
extent by the failure of Cardinal S:ELLieitig 's Vatican mission in the Balkans, when
SPELLe:AN attempted to effact,a union of the Orthodox Church and the Roman Catholic
Church in that area.
In order to lend support to the coo•eration between RSHA and all
Orthodox circles in the Balkans and in Russia, use wPs made of the Institute for:
Eastern European ieligious History nt the University of,PRAGU:$, which was under
the direction of the former Catholic Theoloey Professor Dr Edouard 'INTR. Commencing in 1940 Professor g ,Tia ordered the collection of ell literature of the
Orthodox Church and had it translated from the va rious Slavic languages. Excerpte
from these tiernslations were then•forwsded ve intelligence material to the RSHA.

ri

Profe p eor 'TINTER maintained contact on P. scientific basis with the
ecclesiastical intelligence center in BERN., Switzerland, 14lich had firmed around
the international ecclesiastical monthly publicetion of the Old Catholic Bishon
CURY. This center was th e me e ting point of the Vatican Intellie:ence, the Intelligence of the Orthoi9..ox Church and the Intelligence of the Anglican Church. The
eublication itself contained highly interesting news on international church nolitics but more essential wns the intelligence material nossessed by circles
p reund the publication, which was ePthered by aeeents and forwarded to their respective offices.
H;LRTL claims . th , t the intelligence contact in Switzerland to RSIIA
utilised normal courier channels of Consul DAUFELDT (HEYDRICH's former adjutant).
LeUTELD2 had once been Pn SS-0/CtubPf in kmt VI RSHA. He had been active in
I- rig:lend prior to the war for some time and according to HARZ. was gathering material on free masonry and the churches there for 1..HA.
(8) Renegade Theologians e nd Monks in the Service of the RSHA and Nsup
far this report has listed leading theologians within the Catholic,
leretest P nt, and Orthodor chur-hes, who according to HARTL cooperated actively with
the German intelli gence serviees. In this group there were also a relatively
laree nup ber of renegade priests and monks in the serv ice of the RSHA end NSDAP,
SOTE of whom hare alrePdy been mentioned above.
Among the rengade
of theology were such men Ps 7INTER,
HOLNSTINER, KOCH, 71eTIG, PRETZL; among the instructors of religion such men as
PUReROSKI,
KOPPANHAGEP,
HARTL, STIP3LEG- :R: end among the monks such rene geees as ALTIliGLR, D. flDL, ELLI3G, BERM, LINTL, SCEAEFER,
WINTESVOGL, Z.kaTEENS, POLI2 :1A111,01 ; and among Protestant theologians such men. as
•
BI1B-RSTEIN, TONDROCK, and NLUHAUS.
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In 1940 HARTL was ordered by BOBI .TANN to make a list of all former
Crtholic and Protestant priests and monks who hed abandoned the church. HARTL
was eble to furnish him the names of about 2000 such renegades. HARTL claims that
these renegades were not received warmly bt the Party, but were constantly distrusted. The Party, asserts EARTL, feared a large-scale action of the Church to influence National Socialism. In 1935 he claims to have found in his own personal
file the warning; "Attention-Spy of -Cardinal FAULEA3ER". At the outbreak ofe4ar
SS-Brigf STReCX11)13ACH, Amts Chef I RSHA,initiated action, to purge the RSEA,of
Owing to more urgent duties at the time, this action never
former theologians.
developed beyond establishing that Pt that time there erre about 70 former
theologians active in the main office of SD and Stapo within the various referPts.
Intelligence Sources of the RSEA at the Vatican
HeRTL considered every German theolo g ian, priest, or monk, who traveled to ROHE a pOtential V-Mann for his intelligence network and there can be no
doubt that a creet numer of these travelers furnished his organisation or other
branches of the GIS with valuable information. The Vatican, however, was far too
imp ortant to be left to the discretion of chance theologian on vacation in ROME.
17een SS-0/Stubaf HAPPIER was dispatched to FOL in 1937 by ELYDRICH to establish
an office of police liaison in the German Embassy, he wee at the same time ordered
to develop a g eneral political intelligence service in IKCE and a special Vatican
intelligence service. .HAPPLER was a Gegtepo official and at the time of his
tranfer to ROHE' was Kriminal Rat in AMt IV of RSEA. Ostensibly his job was to
coop erate with the Italian police and the Italian Government on iluestions of international criminal and political cases . and hit office was knoun as a Poliiei Verbindungs Stelle. Later he received the offical title of Police Attache with the
German Embassy at the'uirinel.
In 1941 SS-Stuaf LOOSS was -ent to ROe to aid KAPPLER in developing
the Vatican intelligence service. In 1942 SS-Sttbaf PLSS proceeded/ to ROI_ to act
as essistant to LOOSS.
In a very short time . KAPPLER succeded in establishing an,-extensive
intelligence network, not only among leading German prelates at the Vatican, but
also ationg important Italian circles. he eeveloped a voluminous reportage system
and thanks to his excellent eeents he wee able to report on secret events at the
Vetieen, ene on secret discussions, for example, discussions held by the Commissio
pro Russia, by the Instituto Oriental, by the Propaganda Fide, etc.
hLaTI, claims he knew very few of KAPPLEa l s agents by name. He mentions
•Dr eIR1:7
as one of his agents as well as .1e6GLFRILD, which mieht not be his right •
name according to HeMethe private secretary of Friedrich NUCKER:ANY; , famous
Jesuit and anti-azi, HARTL states that E'eel, LFR.I.iD handed over LITC.F.KeNN t s entire
correspondence PS well as his notes nnd documents of eny importance to HAPPIER.
Just p rior to the Allied occupation of Rai, EDGELFRI_D returned to Germany where
he repartee to Bishop WIEeKEN who gave him temporary emp loyment in the most important Catholic p ublishing house at that time, the AlsPtia Verlag in CCLNAR.
Amt VI of RSHA had intended to use ENGELFRILD for intelligence work in Church
affairs in S witzerlend, perticularly in BIREE, GLNEVA, Famoum. . arid LUGANO. HARM
is unable to state whether 'this plan was ever put into effect. ZeIGLLFRILD was one
of the few pFAZI German agents in Church Intelligence.

also maintained a special agent in ROEL, whose duty it VMS to
cooperate with the Italian Fascist Party. EARTL does not know his name, but stntee
the t he was an SS-Fuehrer and wore the golden Party button. This agentalso reee
contact with Vatican circles. Professor FFNK of th: Papel Secret Archives told
IARTL that he hed worked together with this agent and hP d gained the impression
that eIM11-..R possessed a generous personality.
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6S-Stlaio.df 'Ei-H7.-R. of RSEA and also Yinisterial Pet and Director of the
Church Division of the Reichske.nzlei under BOFLABili was to that time Gesandter 1
Faasse and Deputy to th. , Gerre.n Ambassador von ZiaG2N at the Vetican.
to build up an intelligence network at the Vatican, but to proceed.
ordered
IP. Owing to his
very carefully. In this task . 7.11i came in contact with
could
not
expose
himself
too
much
an
thus was unable to
rosition, however,
supp lement the work of iPIii to any great degree.
LLLILJ G, a former 3enedictine monk, peter, and order priest of the
Benedictine missionaries, proceeded to :Lail in Janurry of 1944, or even as early e:LecerTber 1943, with th , mission of reorganiiing , the German intellieence service
wpc. occupied_ by the Allies contact
at the Vatican in such a way that in cree
with the 3....aLIN office of the RSHA would not be interrup ted and the intelligence
work would continue. Prior to his transfer to ROIL
ci been Church Ref eEA.
.f..LING himself
re nt in Amt IIIE.SieA end referent for training in At I
reeived special training for his Vatican mission from Amt VI, accuiring certain
necessary technical skills, such as the use of secret inks. He was then dispetcheef
to Oh
s scientific assistant at the (=einem Embassy at the Vatican and was recoenised by the Vatican as belong ing to the Embassy ste-f.' Tne Vatican as well
as every German beshon must have known that :LEUNG .ad abondoned. the Church, that
he wes one of the best intelligence al;ente of the F.D end that he was married to the
daughter of Prof EgreR, the leader of the Deutsche Glaubensbewegung. This disguise
of his intellige . nce-worki says HA.:2L, was thus less a disguise intended for the
Vatican than a disguise intended for the English end. American military authorities
in ROME.
On numerous occasions ..RZISSEANN (Kirchen Referent Amt VI) told RjeTTL
thrt ILLIR; had succeeded in getting out ertremely interesting ree, orts to...‘731-1..A fallowing the occupation. (H.L=.:1 is not sure whether or not ELLING received training
in the use of rodio e.cuipment from Amt VI). As examples of such reports HARra
m•ntions detailed. descriptions of the politic al attitude of various cf.7.rdinalsi
re-ports on conversations held. between cardinals and hi-1-4h r r nking, American officers,
end. eeports on the varied treatment of English and American generals on the tart
of the Vatica.n.
a:Is:I:L-17J, who was SS-HiStuf and head of the Vatican Referat of AMt
VI after 7-_RTL urs removed from rSKA, told. 71ATI, in 1943 that the Vatican Referent
had founded a. Orthodoe monastery in P.O :. a as an intellieence center primarily
interested in the eastern politics of the Veticen. The necessary funds were supplied by RSHA end were made to appear as the donation of a wealthy and pious Dutchman who desired to purchase the monastery grounds for the monks. The head of this
monastery (nelee unknown to E::-RTL), who had been workinee for aiissmilsw for some
time, promised to . convert this monastery into a modern intelligence center with
all the necessary W/T'ecuipment and technicel apparatus for copying documents.
In 1944 hA7.11, a-ein asked REISSI .A3.71■1 about the monastery in ROfiL and was told that
it was coming along fine.

This expansion bit the German church intelligence following 1-;ARTLIs
break with the RSEA was also comfirmed in e. statement of RC LLENILL , Fji.R.TL's
former secretary, who remainedd, by the office, in which he assured E....E.TL that a
number of very prominent church personalities had been won over as V-Leute and
that thy produced results far surpassing anything achie ved when HARM.. le..es in
alier6e of the mt VI Vatican Referat.

5.

CONOLUS I 0

The conclusions to be drawn from HA.RTL i etestimony as given in the above
interrogation results and. in the attached annexes must be carefully au p lified by
a searching eppraisal of his character and his motives.
—
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With few eepeptions the:material presented in this report is based on the
subjective opinions of the prisoner, and although all efforts have been rade by
the interrogetor to verify his statements through third parties, by for the grea, ter. part of the metrial can only be presented rs EARTL's personal testimony.
Factual statements on the on ..the organisetion of church intelligence vithin the
GIS *lay be considered reliable with two important exceptions. HARTL is prone
to eeaggerate, in certain cases, the relative importanc e of Some members of the
Cetholic hierarchy as confidential informants of the SD network and to minirlso
his responsibility in the e y ecutive measure,: tnken agninst the Church. It rust
be further taken into account that HARTL i s Church Referat was not th , only Referat within the GIS dealing with church problems. Similar offices were to be
found in At III, Art IV and Amt VI. Furthermore, end this should be clear in
the report, FARTL's eeriod of greatest influence was from 1937 to 1941. A complete Picture of church intelligence within tht GIS would therefore have to take
these factors into account. It would necessitate the study of all other Church
Referats of the GIS, particularly after 1941.
EARTL I s evesivness in the interrogPtion, h'._s allegedly poor memory for dates
(although surerisingly good for names, perticulerly those he wishes to smear)
and his constant attempt to present even purely facturl rPterial in a light
favora ble to himself, have encumbered the interrogation at every point.
On the one hand, he ettempts to eeeggerrte his o-n importance in the hope
thret US Intelligence will enlist his services on the basis of his extensive
knowledge of C a tholic affairs, and on the other hand, he tries to play down his
importance within the GIS for fear that US Intelligence will see in him th inetigntor of all violent reesures of the Nazis against the Church. A true eppreisel of the Tan end his testimony will recognise that his knowledge of Cetholic
eff a Irs is certainly not without the bias of a renegede and that his position
within the GIS was important enoueh for e number of years to influence Nazi
church eolicy, if not to dictate it. Granted. he never hp.a full executive tuthority in the church sector, hd wrS neverthelese ., in a eosition to make authoritative suggestions on church eelicy. Dr Franz Alfred SIX, who was EARTL I s Amts-Chef
from 1937 to 1940, stetes that HAIM was continually seeking ways end means to
hinder the activities of the Catholic Church and was particularly bent on prohibiting publication of numerous Catholic publicetions. SIX erofesses utter disdain for HAaTL, whom he considers a renegade from the Cetholic Church and an
intriguer within the Nazi P•rty. his stretement, however, thnt HARTZ fror 1535
on y ielded tremendous influence on church policy through the'fusionof SD and
eesteeo Church Referats and was thus instigatin.. and . a yecuting all measures
egeinst the Chuech an clergy in Germany is definitely erPcgerated. Iii+2TL may
have hoe:d eC,r such power but HOLLL"-R, sew to it that he not only failed to
obtain it, but lost what po ,r er he had previously had.
real ireortence lay in his knowledEe of the Catholic World and in
his nbility to obtain information of use to the 1'e2iS. He is th? p rototype of
the SD,
intrieuing infor m ant who dA.ights in uncoverine comprising scandals.
Ee is entirely without conscience; perhaps E better terr is amoral. Whenever
cuestioneof conscience 'arises in his testimony,.he seeks i . fuge beh'nft the
Church. He states, for e yample, that he riO1t have hod. cualms Pbout stoePing to
intelligence work eeainst the Church, ned ne not previously studied the underhand rethod:: of tne Jesuits. In the euestion of euthanesia for the insane,
he never for a roment considered the moral problem involved, since, if the Church
hr could not possibly pass judgment on the m-tter.
condoned such e
When he found out that a large number of Polish prieste and monks were arrested
by the ..eetaro and sent to'consentration camps, he ga ve the matter no thought,because he knew that the Getran Catholic clergy was anti-'rolish.
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HARTL failed in the Catholic priesthood and by tiazi standards also failed
in the Party, It is difficult to sey what his present ideology is, although he
of course professes to have seen the light of democracy. He is not only without
conscience, he is at present without conviction. lie chose to be captured by the
Americans, but if he had fallen into the Russian hands, he would certainly be
expounding Communism.
Yet in evaluating this rer-Prt the reader should beer in mind that HAM, in
attempting to ingratiate himself with the American authorities, has contributed
. v p luable information of both historical and opertional importance. which, when
discounted against the background of his personality, should prove enlightening
and useful.
In order to pre p are for himself a safe niche in US Intelligence he has outlined
In detail a Vatican Division. His plan calls for 10 or 12 specialists placed'
throughout the world. They should be men with a sound theological background
and eOucation, capable of operating individually, without he benefit of agents.
HARTL prescribes for them a two or three year course in philoso phy, general
abstract sciences, history, art, literature, theology and psychology. He says
that they should be eminent as authors or lectures on ecclesiastical matters in
order te gain an entree to high Catholic circles. Through their efforts Catholic
activities throughout the world will be observed and re p orted to the Division
in AiIOic. The men should be mUtually unknown as agents. However they will
all be known to the 4., which will send out once a year a representative to stay
with each man a week and discuss operations, policy etc. HARTL says he is mite
willing to act as consultant in the establishment of such a division and later
fill one of the positions.

6. conTs

AND 11:100/I:T.NDAIONS

It is regommonded that Albert HARTL be further interrogated on his suspected
comp licity in war crimes and atrocities, p articularly in Poland and in Russia.
Should such interrogation prove negative it is further recommended that he be
held in CIE p ending clarification of possible further interest by other agencies.
HLRTL was evacuated to PTE 29 DACHAU on 25 Se p 46.
AN/JF/rh
For the Commanding Officer:

V-er:

JOHN HLINIG
Cant AUS
Chief, Cl Section
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ANYEX
THE VATICAN INT:IIIGITCE SREVICZ
SS-Stubaf, Amts IV, VI and VII

Prisoner: HARTI, Albert

Preamble
As the .oman Catholic Church considers itself dhaged with the responsibility
for the spiritual welfare of all mankind, it feels itself obligated to foster
conditions under which the universality of the Church most nearly can be realized.
For this reason the Church interests itself in spheres of activity not germane
to its dogmatic functions, a condition which will obtain so long as universality
remains unattained . or until the occurrence of its antipode, the axe/ration of
the Church.
The imp ortance atteehed by the Church to participation in lay affairs is
well-exeressed by the Jesuit Friedrich MUM.RrAliN (who came to the US during
the leer on a Vatican mission) in his book "Heiliger Fruehling" ("Sacred Spring");
"If the Church fails to insist upon its claim to totality in all phases of
political, cultural and economic life, but instead withdraws within the Church
an the sacristy, it will soon cease to be a. fighting Church and will be nothing
more then a deserter."
OreeniTption of the Vatican Intelligence
Stictly speaking there is no Vatican Intelligence Service. The Vatican
informs itself of the phases of life by means of diocesan, monestic and parochial
reports. Those members of the cl , tgy subatting these reports may be termed
intelligence agents, inasmuch as the reports are evaluated and the information
exploited, but their primary designation is incontestably ecclesiastical. Since,
however, there is a. ereat emount•of information flowing into the Vatican which
receives intelligence treatment, and the Vatican assigns intelligence missions
not only to members of the clergy but also to cartmin lay persons, there is a
de fPcto Intelligence Service.
The supreme head of the Vatican Intelligence is the Cardinal Secretary of
• tete (presently rrobably TAR:1)11i). His deruty is technically the director of
intelligence. These two men, togethereWith the Pope, are th- only persons in
the Vatican eossessing knowledge of all intelligence material, and thus having
p clear p icture of the globel situation. In practice the Jesuit Genral might
be included in this group. The Cardinal S ecretary of State is also the chief
of the Vatican Diplomatic Service and in this dual capacity has the unioue
erivilege of a daily audience '4th the rope. He reports to the latter every
morninc between 0900 and 1000 and the necessary decisions are made.
The Vatican Intelligence has no such thing as an American, Russian, British
or Chinese etc Deeartment; instead each Vatican officc has its own national
dee p rteente. Some of these offices are the State S ecretariat, the Congregatio
pro acbus Extreordincriis e cclesiasticis, the Ritual Congrention, and the Sacrum
Officium. These offices extract only the most important information anti hand
it to the deeuty Secretary of State for inclusion in the deaf situation re:ebrt.
ehey further submit special retorts on reouest.
The Pap al Yuncios, Internuncios, legates and Delegates as well as all
dielomatic re p resentatives collect intelligence informetion individually and
transmit it by ofeiciel courier to the Papal Secretary of State. All bishops
throughout the eorld submit written reports every three . years an report orally
- 27 -
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every five years to a special Vatican office created, , for this purpose. 'The
written triennium reports are based on a euestionnaire of more than .100 questions
dealing with, besides religious matters, political, economic, cultural and
racial problems in their respective areas. In addition smnial reports are
sent in if something of paramount interest occurs before the date the triennium
is due. After the recei p t of each report, the Vatican office to which they are
sent replies to each bishop with the a.prop riete corrections, sug:.estions,
praise or criticism.

In those areas of the world in which the Catholic Church is not firmly
established, such as Scandinavia, Asia and Africa, the Apostolic Vicars, Prefects,
etc submit their reports to the Propaganda Fide, an extremely efficient office,
which mainteins its oi ,rn university for training specialists.
Reports from the United Orthodox Churches (those which use the Greek ritual
but recognize tl'e Po p e) in the Balkans, South Russia, the Year Bast and North
Africa are submitted to the Congregatio Orientale.
Every one of the hundreds of male and female Catholic orders throughout the
worla has its "l eneral Superior end staff in ROME. They must all report regularly
on conditions within their own area. Considering that in 1936 Germany had about
8000 Eonastic institutions for nuns and monks numbering more than 100,000,
it is apparent that the reports coming from like institutions all over the world
sun-ply a prodigious amount of information. The General Superior represents the
monasteries of his order at the Congregatio pro Religiosis, which office decides
uaon the locations and denominations of new monasteries, taking into account
the local aoliticel, racial and spiritual conditions.
Among the various religious orders the Jesuits-occupy a special position
because they do not submit routine reports but are Used as special observers.
It is the order wit il the greatest efficiency and militancy. The p ersonnel is
chosen w ith great care and trained with even greeter care, each person having
in addition to a good general education a s p ecific field of endeavor in Which
advanced studies are pursued. A great emphasis is placed on sociological and
intellectual trends in order to develop of sense of future developTentse During
the -oast 20 years HARTL has attended a vast number of international meetings
and claims that at each one there was a. Jesuit observer, even at those meetings
not concerned with Catholic matters. As examples he mentions the Jesuit PRIBILLA
at the Protestant Ecumenical Congress, NOPPEL et the International Pacifistic
Youth Congress, and PRZT'ARiL at the Philosophers t i4eetings. In cases where it
would be inexpedient to use a Jesuit, an observer is sent from one of the other
orders, particularly the Dominicans, .:denedictines, Salvatorians l or Steyler and
Pecpus missionaries.
Among the lay personnel used for the collection of intelligence are the'
honorary chapleins throughout the world. These men are mostly noblemen, professors,
politicians or industrialists who have made themselves useful . to the Church.
Freouently they are requested to submit special re p orts to the Vatican. Also
many scientists attending the Faculty of Natural Sciences of the Papal Academy
(established b y Pius XI) have p ermitted their services to be enlisted by the
Vatican Intelligence Service.
From time to time special intelligence offices are created temporarily
to deal with a p articular situation. RARTL believes that one called the White
Office exchanged intelligence material with US Intelligence, and ?nether called
the Red Office dealt with Russia.
With the aid of certain reference material, such as the "Annuario Pontificio",
the source of this report might work out a more detailed doscription of the
Vatican Intelligence organization. The essential characteristic of Vatican
Intelligence is the fact that every unauthorized p erson (including even the
cardinals) is permitted to have only a partial knowledge of the available intelligence material and that for this reason, other Intelligence Services find
the problems of mcnetration extremely difficult, unless they have a very great
number of specialists at their disposal.
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Positive Achieveeente of the Vatican Intelligence Service
HARTL does not feel competent to discuss the successes of Vatican Intelligence and esserte that he is familiar with only a very few positive achievements
of that organizetion. The greatest expert on this Question for the leeriod prior
to and during the —orld —er I is, according to HARTL, the Russian Prof ADeepv,
the following
For the period from "arid Var I to the present day, :TL lists
successes of the vatican Intelligence.
1. Resump tion of relations with the Soviets through the activity of
"ilhelm von :RAW.
P. :Stablishine contect with CHIAZG KAI SH3K through JACWINOT.
3.

Close contact with the Oeford Kovement, with which almost all leading
Democratic politiciens are connected in some way or other, and which
HARTL terms as au y iliary of the British Secret Service. He also suspects that the Vetican Intelli gence intends to use the Oxford Lovement
as the bast aoeroach to the DN.

4.

The favorable basis for coo p eration with America resulting from the
close pereoeal relationshi p between Pope PIUS XI and the late President
ROOSELT.

5.

The contact with _TRAZCO and his entourage.

6.

The resumption of relations with the Tibetan Dalai Lama for the first
time in centuries.

7.

The successful exp erieent of sending Jesuits to join the Russian
Orthodox Church end to let them function there as Orthodox priests (Popen).

8.

The close relationship with MUSSOLIYI, de 3O°, GRAZIANI, etc.

9.

The contact with German ieilitary Intelligence of Admiral CANARIS through
the leunich lewyer and well—knoen Bavarian Catholic politician Dr Josef
MU.ZLE.7%.

10.

The close relationship with high—ranking American officers since the
occupation of ROHE. (Reports from Rle3 at the time stressed the fact
that the British officers were much more reserved and by far not so
"naive.)

11.

Close contact with Jep anese industrialists, with the Bank of Japan
and with the Ja panese Admiralty.

12.

Close relationship with non—Catholic eolitical leaders, such as CHURCHILL,
the King of Norway and his former e y
iled cabinet, earticularly with the
None gian foreign minister at that time, with eENES, who is at the seine
time nother form of aperoach to MOSCO".

13.

Consolidation of Vatican p ower in $oUth AMerica, Australia, and particularly in the Philineines.

Failures of the Vatican Intellieence SerVice

4 sueerficial p erusal of Vetican eolicy over the past 20 years
seems to

inclieete an excessively laree nueber of failures, which naturally must also be
considered as fei1ures of the Vatican Intelligence. The followin g list indicates
some more imeorteet failures of this organization
1.

Inability to coebat Russian c ounterintelligence against the
Vatican
Intellieence with the help of Islem and the Orthodox Churches.

2.

The failure of the Vaticen l s plans for the Balkan union following- the
unsuccessful SPELaAN mission.

3.

The failure of every attempt to weaken Freemasonry.
-
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4. The failure of all efforts to hinder the growing strength of the
Protestert Church.
5.

in Arabia.
The failure of the v atican's large-scale expansion plats
1917.
These plans finally collased in

6.

The failure of the great hopes the Vatican held placed in Sweden.

Plans of the Vatican Intelligence
EARTL claims that it would take him about six months to establish the main
p lans of the 1Yatican Intelligence Service on the basis of the.general situation
p revailing after Germany's canituletion. At p resent, he is only in a position
to state some of the plans Of the 7oast years.
1. To increase the intelligence network of the Vatican represented by the
Catholic Universities in the world, such as TILBURG and N1JUEG4N in Holland,
CALCUTTA, BC/BAY and TRICHINOPOLY in India, TOTCY0 in Japan etc. It was planned
to staff these universities with as many forein Catholic professors as possible
by sending German Jesuits to Japan, the United States, Brazil, etc. In Germany
and Austria two Catholic Universities were planned, one in FRANKFURTikain.and
one in SALZBURG (in addition to numeroud Catholic Universities for Theology
and Philosophy).
2.

A large-scale attack against Freomasonry..

3. To create strong counterbalances to the main victors of "orld War II
by strengthening as much as possible the small Catholic countries.
Personalities of the Vatican Intelligence Service

HARTL t s knowledge of personalities connected T ,ith the v atican Intelligence
is meager, primarily because knowledge of agents of the Vatican Intelligence was
the nroblem of the Abwehr, end secondly because HARTL claims to have worked only
in the collection of intelligence on the Churdh.
He names the followin g persons connected with Vatican Intelligence:
'ilhelm von BRAUN worked as an agent both for the Vatican end for the USSR.
Dr von DENK of LUNICH ran a courier station of the Vatican Intelligence and
MUNICH and was at the same time an aa.ent of the BERLIN Gestapo.
Dr HUELLTIIR of EUFICH, a lawyer and fanatical Bavarian Nationalist (now
leader of the CSU in Bavaria), Who "as at the same time a bitter enemy of HITLER
and the United States, was considered the best agent of the Vatican Intelligence
in Germany. The only reason why he did not share the fate of CANARIS after the
failure of the July 20 attempt on HITLLR's life in r9414, was the fact that Nazi
Germany wished to avoid vatican countermeasures fiainst . Germem aeents at the
Vatican.
Prelate Rudolf von GERLACH, (who in his youth was said to have been the
Lustknabe of Po p e Benedict V 191 14-1922) played an important part in Vatican
politics during the first World "ar. His name appears in every history book
of that period. He married a wealthy woman (HL believes she was Hollander)
and following his marriage, was extremely active in the service of the Vatican

Intelligence: It is often the case, LIAM asserts, that very many former

ecclesiastics are often more active for the Vatican than those still in office.
Von GERLACH lived for a time in .
. :;avaria, where he had a chalet on Lake Tegern
in the immediate vicinity of HINHLER l s villa. He was alxays willing to give information to officials of the SD in hUNICH i but his material was at all times

very subjective and had to be evaluated in connection with other vatican information. HARTZ had the im?ression from the be4nn1ng that von =RUCH was working not
only for the Vatican Intelligence, but also for the British Secret Service. At
times he lived in his villa in DOORN, Holland, which was close to the castle of
'Ilhelm II. He traveled frequently. In the early thirties HARTL attempted to visit
him in DOORF, but was told thrt he was in LONDON at the time. At the outbreak of
war he again went to LONDON, and HARTL lost track of him after that: In Church
circles it was said that dos.)ito his wealthy marriage he received very high sums
of money for his intelligence work tail OskrEfitcan.
2-7
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Prelate Paul leerie. BAINGAPTET spent many yeers in R01 .1, at the Vatican and
dureng world 7er I worked intensively for the Vatican Intelligence Service.
Areed with P. special pass of the German Hieh Command in orld Aix I, he toured.
the various !Ter theaters. He nlaced his entire world War experience, his exe,
nerience at the vaticen, as well as his secret knowlege of the Jesuit Order,
at the disnosel of the SD. From his imeensely valuable writings, which contained
few current facts, but a wealth of basic knowle(ee an the Vatican Intelligence,
he received quite a few thousand marks from EILIZM. At that tiea he lived
witein the arce of the SD O'Lle7rabschnitt South (1:.UNICH).
One of the best ae.ents of the Vatican intellieeence Service is now in the
hands of the Soviet Intelligence Service, Prelate Br Peter WZBHUN.. ze was born
ii Galicia and after the last war, was a General Staff officer in the Tsarist
Army. he then studied thooloey in PRAGU2e During the thirties he lived far
as Papal Administrator of the United Orthodox Church
the most part in :6LBLIN
in Russia. In this capacity he had the powers of a bishop . li:ARTL was a close
friend of his and met hie daily in BSELL. 'iedBEUN was a fair expert on the USSR,
and vas considered one of the best ex p erts on questions of eastern Zuroee.
lefahUU belonged to the grolee of Vatican dielomate who are convinced that Russia
will succeed in coevortiee America into a Soviet stete a few years after. 1.Torld
'. 7ar II. Shortly before the German collanse i ITLRHUN debated whether to give
himself up to the Russians. HARM claims that he tried to convince him to go
over to the Americans. Finally -eiEHUN gave in to the point where he asked
KART:: to fid him quarters in the Bavarian Benedictine monastery at NIMAALM4ICH.
interned., and at the roeuast of the OIC, HARZ, tried to trace him through
his (e:ARTL I s) sister, Who is a Jesuit nea in the Catholic Order of .11nelish
Sisters. -3e, writing to NflDERALTAICH, she found out that "MELT is now in Russia.
From a p raetical stendnoint, every Jesuit can be considered to be working
for the Vatican Intelligence Service, particularly the experts and specialists
amone them. The order makes a rrectice of shifting Its people around frequently
and HARTL claims that fpr this reason he is not familiar with the present atete
of oreenizatier. he nenes the followine Gernan Jesuits as leading members of
the Vatican Inte l ligence: PRZr7ABA„ PRT6ILIA, HOFFIANN,
iALD, ESCH,
BOE'INGFAUS and YOPPEI. At the v aticen the Jesuits LEIBZR and GUIDLACH are
particularly known as sp ecialist on Central Europe.
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ANNEX II
vATICAN P0ITICS

SS-Stubaf, Amts IV, VI and VII

Prisoner: HARM, Albert
Preamble

The following is HARTL's report of the politics of the Vatican as seen
from his position within the GIS. He has confined himself to the broad principles
of Vatican policy with the result that the factual data on this subject and
personalities involved fail to stand out in their proper light. This weakness
may, for the most part, be ascribed to the fact that the material presented here
has been written from memory and that HARTL is more familiar with German person
alities in Vatican dialomacy than with those of other nations.

y

Vatican policy over the last ten years has aot e.. red. from the century-old
basic tendency of Vatican di lomacy, which can be formulated in the following
manner. The Vatican opaoses every effoet of a non-Catholic power or group of
powers to attain hegemony in world. politics. It sue erts the balance of power
and favors "harmony" of equally strong political forces, for such a condition
permits the Vatican to carry on its diplomatic game among such powers and helps
it to realize its own religious-ideological goal. This goal is conversion of
all manIcind to Catholicism, including "aerfidi Judaei", as they are called in
the official Cetholic liturgy, as well as all heretics (Protestants, Eaptists,
etc) are heathens.

p

p

l

The Vatican never allies itself with any one single power, but associates
with the most varied, diametrically (Deposed power groups. An example of this
method may be found in the activities of the Jesuits in the last twenty years,
,hen they were sirultanecusly courting the favor of MUSSOLINI and MOSC07, Japan
and CHIAYG KAI SiiEK, FRANCO and the United States. (With 'ITSSOLINI it was the
Jesuit, Tachi =URI, with MOSCOW, d HERBIGNY, with CHIArG KAI SEEK it was
JACeFINOT, and in Ja an, the ultra-nationalistic German Jesuits.) A further
exam le of the Vatican method of playing various parties can be readily seen
in the fact that high raakina ecclesiastical officials, such as Cardinal SPELLMAN
of i
YOEK or the Irish ionsignore O'DOUGhERTY at the Vatican, are said to
have extremely close connection with the American Intelligence Service, according
to all rumors at the Vatican, while Belgian Dominican monks freely admit that
the leading Dominican, GILLET, gave his express 'omission to a number of
Dominicans to collaborate with tho French Secret SerVice. Many German
ecclesiastics also received the express permission of their ecclesiastical
suaeriors to work for the GIS.

p

v

t

p

t

This basic aolicy of the Vatican has exerted its influence on world
politics over the years, .creetin the following factors in the relationship
of the Church to the world powers.
The Vatican and Aeerica

v

The, aticanatands in extremely close contact with America. It is interesting
to note that Pore PIUS XII is the first Po e in history to have set foot on
american soil. At the time of his vtsit, he managed to establish a cordial
relatienshie with the late President ROOSE ELT, hich, as high ranking ersonalities of the Vatican have reneatedly pointed out, lasted until his death.

.

p
V

w

V

p

The American Cardinals, GL:ZNON, STRITCHE and :JSRPAY are highly esteemed
et the atican, and. the relationship between the Po e and his former colleague
' in the PEr,a1 State Secretariat, Cardinal SP-MMAN of NE7 YORK, is friendly and
cordial. The late Caidinel Secretary of State, MAGLIONE, was instrumental in
ieeroving Vatican-American relations and his efforts are now being oontinued
by two present Cardinals of the Curia, the Chief of the Pronaganda Fide (RAPTI
can not recall the name) and Cardinal CANAII.
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Following the Allied occupetion of ROELi the German Intelligence Service
ediately
began to receive reports from the Vatican on how numerous highie m
ranking American Intelligence officers and other American Army officers were
establishing friendly relations with Vatican officials.
A very important factor in Vatican-American relations are the vaticanle
financial interests in the United Stttes.
Cp tholicism besed on American concentions is inconceivable because
the Roman Church believes itself to be the one true church obligated to convert
all dissenters, thus rejecting thc American p rinciple of religious fretdom.
For this reason, the vaticen is constantly seeking a. counter-balance to the
United States in Latin America (note pointment of cardinals, Christmas 19L15).
The Vatican p articularly fears the strong growth of non-Catholic American Christian missions in Asia. Some Vp tican circles are actually horrified at
the influence of Freemasonry and the Jews in the United States, and this attitude
only conforms to their anti-Semitic attitude and Oonstant fear of secret communistic
activity in America. Russia, it is said owing to its entirely different
economic structure, may succeed 'in plun ting America into an enourmous economic
depression within a. few years, which would lead overnight to e, Communist revolution in the United States. From such a revolution, the Vatican expects
more radical chaos than anywhere else, includiree the Soviet Union, where the
revolution has become an evolution. The Vetican has always regarded with
treat concern the "wive end childish lack of understanding" in the United
States of =urop ean problems and ascribes this to "leek of tradition". It is
feared that such lack of understendine might lead to the rap id destruction of
present-any America.
The Vatican and the USSR
In the Russia of the :sars, the Vatican was of practically no importence
whatsoever. For this reason, it remeined almost untouched by the Communist
Revolution, which rt first deetroyed only the Tsarist Orthodox State Church.
Thus in the period around 1919, the s pying was current in Vatican circles that,
"Bolshevism is a tool in the hand of God to remove the Orthodox Church and to
make way for Vetican mission work in Russia,"
Through the efforts of Uhelm von BRAUN, a German officer and,jurist,
who was :ater active amone the Weeroes of North America in the interest of
both Vatican rnd the Soviet Union, an initial a p proach between Soviet diplomats
and p rofessors (among them STROJAN) and Vatican circles, particularly Monsignor°
STEINLANY, Prelate PIZZARDI and various other Jesuits such as PULF and the
Jesuit Goner/Al, LEDOCHOSKI, was achieved. This initial enproach resulted, as
early as 1921, in a. secret Vatican-Soviet agreement eermittingea number of
Catholic religious orders li plited activity in South Russia.
Later, V atican activity in the Soviet Union was exeanded by the Jesuit
Bishoe d'HERBIGNY, whose work was marked by success and faiure in varying
deerees. At the srme time, within the Vatican, the p resent cardinals,
PIZZA:POI and TI$SERArT, formed a strong group of high Church dienitaries,
w ho saw in Russia the greet, future field of v atican activity.. Typical of
their conviction is the enthusiastic cry of Cardinal PIZZARDI, "La. Russia
la mia carriere, la Mir". essistenza."
In -)reperetion for it activities in Russia, the Vatican built up an ex,tensive organization in which bishops and scientists, as well as the religious
orders of the Jesuits, the Benedictines end the Salesians were assi2ned imnortant s-)ecial tasks.
It was V, heavy blow to these vetican hop es when STALI, p
articularly after
1942, beeen to emnhasize the national character of the Soviet Union and, no
doubt with the Anglican Church in mind, permitted the Orthodox Church to build
u2 a Russian Orthodox State Church which then received considerable support
from Anglican bishops, such as the Archbisho p of CANTERBURY and the Bishon of
Gibraltar. From 1943 on this Russian Orthodox State Church has p
layed an
enormous nart in Soviet foreign intelligence.
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Soviet-Xetican relations
FeaTL states that un to his internment in May 1945,
to
what
Bishop !ERHUN told
g
had nevertheless remained intret, and that accordin
him just before Gertany's collapse,. STALIN had actually made some extremely
friendly and conciliatory gestures to the Pone.
It is for such reasons that various Church dignitaries like PIZZARDI
and TISSERAZT see much better chances for the Vetican's future in Russia.
than in the US.
The failure of SPELLMAN's Balkan mission just orior to his aopointment
es cardinal was a pparently resented more by STALIN than by PONE. According
to a number of sources, SPELLEAN's mission was based on complete ignorance of
the actual situation and on en almost total lack of dependable intelligence.
The neeetive result only tended to intensify STALIN's distrust of the United
States.
At the present time (August 194), the Orthodox Archbishop ALEXEY is in
VIM:7 A as STALIY's representative to take part in discussions with Cardinal
INNITZER, the same Cardinal, .who in 193 S voluntarily appealed to the Austrians
to vote for HITLER.
HARTL, who has known INNITZER since . 1927, states that this latest move of
STALIN is indicative of Ruseia's eccurate knowledge of the church situation,
for INNITZER will prove to be just as enthusiastic about STALIN as he was about
HITLER. His two most intimate counsellors, Monsignore Dr PFLIEGLER and prelate
Dr /WOLF, whom HARTL has known and observed over the last twenty years, have
elways been known as "Edel" with the Cemmunists. Both are loaders of a movement within the Cetholic laymen of Europe Which hARTL describes as a movement
of "romanticists". In their opinion the Church has lost a great deal of depth
and fervor through its politics, its wealth, its superficial pomp, its so-called
"American" efficiency, its over-emphasis of Catholic organizations and associations, etc. They ad.vocate the ancient Christian Communism stressing subordination to every form of state authority including a heathen state, in
accordance with the ROMPA encyclical of Paul the Apostle in which he nroclaimed
that everyone is subject to the authority having power over him, for every
authority has been ordained by God. They reject every form of outer Church
power end are concerned only with the quiet, religious depths of the individual.
They are for simplicity, for nature and for a religious inter p retation of
civilization.
This intellectual Catholic group, with numerous followers throughout
Europe, was very susce p tible to rational Socialism and also to Bolshevism.
They saw in the church policy of both systems the Embodiment of God's will
to purge the Church of its undesirable slag. Yet they fail to see that their
group is only e. oawn in dip lomatic game of the Vatican and only for this reason
tolerated, and at times even supported by the Pope.
The V atican and Catholic States of Southwestern Europe
Once the Vatican was convinced that the United States and Russia would
emeree as victors from the first p hase of World Tar II, it immediately set
about creating a counter-balance against those two powers by preparing a bloc
of Catholic states in southwestern Europe including France, S pain, Portugal,
Ireland, :Belgium, Holland and an inde p endent Catholic Rhineland.
The Vatican began by withAraleing its symoathies from the Vichy Government,
which had been su p ported by Cardieel SUHARD of PARIS, and diverting them to
a marked degree to the French Nationalists.
The Jesuit General (LEDOCHOWSZI's successor), the Dominican General P.
GILIET, the Archbisho p of TOULOUSE, the present French Ambassador at the VatiOan,
MkRITAIN, and numerous other officials of the Curia, all became staunch supnorters
of a Vatican bloc of southwest Euronean states. Cardinal TISSERANT was also
in favor of such . a plan in addition to his.Rtssian interests. . .
The partici pation of Belgium, Holland, the Rhineland and Luxembourg in
such a bloc offer no problem. More difficUlt is the p lan to divorce Ireland
from the American sphere of influence and to link it up with such . a new bloc.
The srme may be said for Portugal.
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The most difficult ereblem ie the Whele elan, however, is to find some
.sort of trensitionel solution for KAMO's Sin, which would guide that
country into the new bloc.
The Veticen end the Southepst Iluropeen Bloc
Beeinnine in 19 )41, the vatican also deemed it necessary to elen a south,
st
Euronean bloc for the erne reasons it had enyisaged a southwest European
ep
bloc, nanely, to counter-balance a Russian-American victory in World War II.
Cptholic Italy WAS to assume leadorshie in this new bloc consisting of Czechoslovpkia, Austria, , Yuenslevia, Hungary end later, perhap s Poland and the remaining Balken countries. The father of this elan, then a Vatican official
and now the Italian Prime Einister de GeSPI;RI, honed not onlSr to strengthen
the Vatican's eosition, but also to ameliorate Ital y ' s rolein international
pölitics.
The Bisho)s, von Gazaz and Litra4cH, the Austrian eeiscolete and the Hungarian
nrieete, forthwith affirmed this plan. Bishop HUDAL of the Vatican also became
an ardent sueporter . of these efforts, when the futility of further German resistance -became alearent and after he had ebandoned all .o-e of becoming Church
elinister of Germany. Archbishop TeEDITI and Monsignore leONTINI of the Vatican
also sueeorted this el pm to create a Catholic bloc in southeastern Burooe.
or was the United States entirely disinterested in a elan, which might
divorce the entire Delkemarea from Russia's sphere of influence and link
with the Vatican. The Vatican, for its ',art, was desirous of obtainine the
financial seeeort of the US for such a plan. Archbishop SPELL•eeN journeyedto RDeE on this mission. Re p resentatives . of the Balkan States were invited
to a discussion of A eoSsible aeeroach of the Orthodox Church of the Balkans
pnc . the vatic p n. SP:ILLAN overlooked the feet that this Orthodox Church wes
elrepdy comeletely eenetrp ted by the Russian Secret Service and felled to diselay the necessary caution. As a result, neither the Vatican nor the United
States were able to exnloit this treeendous oportunity which ended with a
result exactly op p osite from that intended. The Orthodox Church of theBelkans
ender the leadcrshie of the extremely embiti.ous and Vain ixarch STEFAY of
Bulgpri p threw itself comeletely into the erns of the Soviets, at least for
the time being, while STALIN becaee very embittered over the activity of SPELLN, i e , of the United St ptes, in th- Balkens.
7etican Policy in China
The vatican has already begun to launch its lerge-scale offensive in
Chins, which it r'egp r(1.S ns thc nredomin p nt country after the decline of Russia.
In a country of 466 million inhabitants, 4 million of who: are Catholics, the
vp ticen has esteblished A network consisting of the now ecclesiastical hierarchy. This hierarchy now comerises.20 church p rovinces, 79 suffragan bisho,orics
and 38 Aeostelic delegations of e density heretofore Unknown. At the Vatican,
this step is described as "uzieue" and "tremendous". The Vatican is extremely
confident of success in the undertakin gand is already calling it a "great
realization", with "hoee of future maturity".
The Vatican offensive in China is aeparently directed against two forme of
oeeosition. Primarily, it aims at combatting the Bolshevisation of Buddhism or
vice verse, (see Renort on Russia ennex IX). Its second aim lies in onposing the
intense activity of Jimerican Protestant missions in Chinai
Aeearently the finp ncine of this new offensive of the Vatican is being borne
for the most by American Catholicism. Yet it is obvious that an American hes
not been entrusted with the leedershie of the undertaking, as had been exnected
for ycars, but the Chinese TIES, the new Archbishoe of PEKIWG, and the first
Chinese Cardinal in history (since Christmas 1945).
HARM is convinced that the bishoes of northern China will have the task of
esteblishine ieeedieee contact with Bolshevise, - since Vatican nolicy is alweees known
to be a dual eolicy of working with and workin g against eoliticrl forces. For this
reason, the Vatican offensive in Chine is a tremendous opportunity and at the same
ti7le A tremendous danger for the US. In his o p
inion, America should watch carefully
for any intimate contact between the Chinese hierarchy and Bolshevism, for any
e nthoriterian efforts of the Chinese under Cardinal TUX
aimed at eliminating both
2Lmerican and Russian influence in China and for any eositive or negative effects of
American Catholic cp eital in the development of successful Americen licy in China.
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A:TEX III
aATICAN E7PLOITATION OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.
SS-Stubaf Amts IV, VI end vII

Prisoner: hARTL, Albert
Propmble

hAaTL recalls three instences in which.the aSHA obtained important military
inte1li4ence through the Vatican Intelligence Service. In all three eases the
intelligence in question was not obtained throuial snecial efforts of German
p eents at the Vaticen, but was ,iven intentionally and voluntarily to the GIS
by the Vaticon.
In the initial ?bases of the Afric p n ceeevign, EARTL received detailed
information froe the vatican stating that ell Axis ?Diane for the African venture
•
were being revealed regularly and in extremely short time to the En4ish, and
that these nlans were beine sabotred by the Italians. All the various personalities around MUSSOLINI, eersons of Italian nobility and members of the Italian
Generale' Corns, as w ell as nembers of the Italian royal family and of the
clergy, who were in some way connected with these acts of treason and sabotage,
yere mentioned with astoundine eccur p cy. EARTL rocells that the *rife of GIAZIANI,
a friend of do BONO, persons close to CIANO and a certain duchess, as being
listed in this renort, which ended with the statement that Germany would do
better to use the trooes and material bein g sacrificed senselessly in this
venture for other military goals. I:LYDA:ICH imeedietely went to HITLER with
this renort, who then, on his next meetine- with the Duce, snoke oeenly with
him abovt the matter without. eentioning any names. Shortly afterward, a reTort cpee from the vetican, statine that EUSSOLINI had stormed about the
matter with his intimate colleaeues. Germany, the report further stated, could not be heleed, if it made such erimitive use of well-intended intelligence.
3ADOGLIC's Attemeted Treason
The second instance in which the Vatican furnished military intelligence
to the GIS took place in the summer of 1943. AA a reward for his expert
oeinion in connection with the eroblem of euthanasia for the insane, (see
Annex V) HARTL had obtained. for Professor mAY4R of PAD:LEBO:RN, permission to •
visit ROE, where he was to ostensibly continue his studies of the social
theories of VIVES. As usual, HARTL also requested :J.YER to gather any imeoetent intellieence material he might come across during his trip. Shortly
efeer his departure in the summer of 1943, HARTL suddenly heard from the
Cheeen Refer p t of Amt VI RShA thct MAYER had obtained intelligence material
of enormous importance and that SCHELL.LeBERG had decided to send HARTL to
RaE also to assist Professor MAYER in this important affair.
hARTL claims that on his arrival in ROME the whole matter had been
brought to a close and that Ivei,YER then described to him just what it was
p out. a3ADOGLIO was beine ureed from various quarters to break with the
Germans c,:na to eave the way for an airborne landing of Dritish and American
tr e oes in ROME. The followiree elm was drrwn up. The :eritish and-American
aii -eerne traces were to eaeture the airfields around ROLE in a sudden attack
and 'hoia clear the city of the fe y German trodes stationed there. KESSELPING's
Are:, at thet time in the NAPLES area, was to be thus comeletely cut off and
destreyed. At the same time, Italian units on the side of BADOGLIO were' to
cut off the Brenner Pass and thus make possible the destruction of the German
reserve troops in northern Italy.
Details of the plan w ere discussed within BADOGLIO's most intimate circle,
but in the presence of a- v atican theologian. -A fe y hours later, the substance
of these discussions VPS rep orted to Professor MAYER by Vatican circles.
elAYER iemediately informed KAPPLER and HASS, who were German eeeents at the
v etican. They redieed the reeort to ::EaLIN. In answer
CPMG first P., short
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request for verifiction from the Puehrer Heuptquartier, and then followed
the necessary orders to ocawoy all airports around RONE, to arrest a nuMber
of ,zenerals close to BADOGLIO, etc. BADOGLIO was forced to abandon the
entire plan.
aussien Offensive
The third instance where the Vatican supplied the GIS with military intelligence occurred toward the end of 1944. Through the Pap al Nuncio office
in IbERLIN, Amt V I RSHA received a C..etailed report on. the planned Russian
offensive for January 1945. This report contained the exact date, the exact
number of divisions and tanks for the initial thrust, the reserve tank strength
etc, which . the Russians intended to commit4 Com p etent German quarters termed
the figures ridiculous and fantastic. The events Soon oroved that the dates
and figures contained in this report were abSolutely exact.
Vatican Preference Among the lielligerents
The Vatican could not help but know that both MAYER and HARTL were working
for the GIS. Yontirfnor STOECKLE of Campo Santo even told Professor EATER that
it was general knowledae at the Vatican that he was working for the Sp.
'Then qudstinned on the logical p ossibility . of the Vatican divulging
secret military p lans of the "estern Allies to the Germans, Gen Eaj Erwin
T,A w OUSEY, Chief of Abwehr II stated categorically that he would consider

such P. story fantastic. The Gorman Abwehr,'he asserted, had the constant
fear that valuable military information was leakin g out to the Allies
throu,:h the Vatican, which was known in the German Intelligence Service as
a II Pestibule" (cankerous sore) behind their lines. As for the possibility
of the Vatican disclosing vital military information on Russia to the German
High Command, LAWTSEY termed such a story as utterly p lausible, but denied
havin4: any knowlede of such action on the part of the Vatican.
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ANNZX
NATIONAL SOCIALISM AND TH.- 2, CHURCH, 193-1945
Prisoner: HARTL, Albert

SS-Stubaf Amts IV, VI 'end TrII

1933-4939
The interests of a universe' church and a nationalistic atete ere bound
to clash. The p olitical end ideoloeical wxfnro against the Church in Germany
was borne mainly by the Communists, by the extreme Nationalists, bSr the Freemasons and to P. laree extent by liberal sciende, partitularly the exact sciences
and nhilosonhy. At the srme time, however, the Catholic Church eajoyed. immense
--vp wer in German nubliC life. In FARTL's opinion, this power of the.Cetholic
Church in Germany was brutally end dictrtorially exploited by the Church,
particularly aeainst Freemasons and. Marxists. Even before their seizure of
power in 1933, the Nrzis had taken an active part in the cam paign aeainst
the Catholic p olitical parties (Zentrum, Beyrisehe voUT:spartei). This fight,
says HARTL, , was directed essentially aaninst the Church as a political factor,
not against the Church as such, and certainly not against ahristianity in
general.
From 1933 to 1935, when HARTL first began working for the Nezis, there
was a campai gn against Christianity, led mainly by General LUDE1DOB7F and his
followers, but also by various p opular reli gious movements, one of which, the
DoUtsche Glaubensbewegung under Prof ilhe1m HAVER of TIMINGEN, later achieved
p articular iTportance. HARTL claims, however, that at the time, both the
LUDDOEFF clique and the Deutsche Glaubensbewe,mna were considered by the SD
to be inimical to National Socialism. Both reli gious group s were critically
passive toward political events in the Reich at the time. The same was true
of a group of scientists and authors, who lone before the advent of National
Socialism had made a name for thtalselves as opponents of the Church or of
Christirnity. It is true that amon the more radical Nezis, there were some,
• who in 1935 wanted. to ,o over to the LUDENDORFF clique (later the MUER clique)
with flyine colors, but HITLER, by establishin g a five-point church program
committed himself, at least for the time beina, to a policy of conciliation
rnd coop eration with the Church.
:First of all he app ointed 'lehrkreis Pfarrer Ludwig HUELLER as Protestant
Reichs Piisho p with the intention of creating a stron g unified Protestant State
Church, which, similar to the Anilican Church in England, would faithfully
lend its authority to that of the State. Prior to 1933, MUELLER had succeeded
in brine'-1naa HITLER and hiah-renkin officers of the Reichswehr tocether,. a
e.ecisive ste p forward in EITLER's career, for it assured him the cooaeration
-f the military. MUELLER, however, failed utterly in his now . aosition as
Reichs ishop . HART:, asserts thet the mem lacked the necessary religious
fervor and belief in God for the task. For lack of inner strength he had
no outer ruth o rity, and, yet he was not superficial in his thinkin,. MUELLER
was Prone to worry over inessentials, but was. spiritually a decent ?croon.
HART:7.J, who knew him intimately, claims to have been appalled by his inner
weakness ane uncertainty, "hat strem4th he had, he later dissipated in women,
alcohol and s o ft livina, Through his failure end the failure of his callepgues,
the Lend ';ishaps . "7EIDEMAYIN, SCHULZ, DIEHL and KLOTSCHE, the controversy between
the Deutschen Christen and the Zekenntnisfront, which HITLER . had been trying
to avoid, finally broke out
The second p oint in HITLJR's p raraM was the si nin- of the concordat with
ROME. rith this step , HITLER desired not only t- gain international nrestige
for his go vernment, but also to eliminate all tension with so-called "political
Crtholicism". Actually, the Pape by si .:nin, this concordat p ointed the way to
RITL2R for millions of heretofore aloof Catholics, and with one stroke of the
oen removed one of the aost formidable barriers confroatin,:, HITLER at the time.
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Some years later, just prior t o the outbreak of 'Torld 'Tar II, RITLER's
most intimate personal counsellor on the concordat, the Catholic Priest and
.theolo,aian ROTH, who remained faithful to the priesthood until his death in
1941 an. was buried with all church honors, p ublished a sensational article
in the German Press in which he described the untimeliness of this concorctet.
The third sten in HITLER'S proarnm was the decree on Freed o m of Faith
ane Coascieace issued by Rudolf REV, which, at least on a p er, ostensibly
.alarenteed fre(d.om of worshi p . HABIL claims that this decree was e. heavy
blow to all radicals and fanatics fightin the Church.
The fourth step in the early Church p rogram of HITLER was the establishnent of an inde p endent Church Ministry. This was conceived as a central Reich
agency which would serve all nroblens involvimc Church and State, The Protestant
section was ea, entially under Church Minister KERRI himself, who in this capacity
With
M=', .a0 an even noorer shewim: as a ,oersonality than MUELLER as Reich Bishnn.
ROTH,
took
over
the
FAULHASER,
the express . 1)srmistion of his suoericr Cardinal
Catholic section of the Ministry as Kinisterial Dirieant. In all 7p hases of his
new work he coonerated closely with his Church colleaues from KLMICH, Bishop
LTIiG of 0SlikeBU ILOTT., and Bishop I nEK:EN , who had been ap p ointed by the German
bisho:a to act as official liaison between the German eoisco p ate and the State
authorities. HARM was a close friend of ROTH and considered him to be one of
his best sources of information on church affairs.
The fifth point in RITLER's program was an attempt to capitalize on the
prestie of Church dianiteries by anpointin, them to honorary State positions.
ocEaIG bestowed the title of Prussian State Counsellor on-the Protestant Reich•
MULIZER and on the Catholic Bishop BERING of OSNABBIJ2CE. Both 'GOERING
arid KEBIL described to HARTL how much bishop BERNIG always enjoyed the "social"
functions of the Prussian State Counsel.
Thus in theyears 1933 to 1935, the Church in Germany was beim: courted
to n, certain deree by the Nazis. At that time HEYDRICH, under the 'en name
of Dieter SCH"ARZ, nublished a book containin accurate fie:urea and numerous
liotorrphs nrovim; the "nrosnerity" of Catholicism in the initial years of
the Yazi reifm. Most of the material for this book was the work of HARTL.
1936-1939
Beinnina about 1936, various Quarters bean to intensify their attacks
ae:flinst the Church. ROS7,173ERG was .fradually usurpim: the authority originally
invested in the Church Ministry, and was attemotim; to dictate church policy.
Fis "H'ythos" ("The Myth of the 20th Century") had already created tremendous
friction, but now he began to ado p t an' even more violent tone in his numerous
s p eeches and in his directives for training Party lerders. Scientific support
for these efforts of ROSENBERG stemme mainly from the pen of the former Protestant theola7ian and director of a soninary Professor Dr B7A,C5a11 epd from the
former Catholic theoloian Professor Dr KOCH, as well as from a ote-time 7-iriest
and eirector of a nap al institute in JE71JSALEM, Dr POHL.
.Simultaneoualy in the Church Ministry, Minister MERL was creatit.more

and more confusion in church relations. He composed pseudo-scientific manuscripts

in an attemnt to outdo all the wisdom of the :6ible under the illusion that he
could thus put all former reliesious leaders to shame. These manuscripts were
so full of nonsense and confusion that even HITLER was forced to prohibit publication, althowzh they were already in p rint. KERRL attempted to seduce women
by assurim: them that with him they would conceive and brin &:. into the world
the comm.-: sueerman for whose creation he had been chosen by God.- One day he
would make decisions and the next day reverse them. In short, it became im:possible to consider him mentally normal, and RARTI claims that he re-peatedly
made this known both orally and in writim,, In 1941 KEBRL died of a heart
attack while on a p leasure trip in PARIS. lut p rior to his death, he had done
irreparable damaye to the Church cause throu41 his insanity.

The Gesta p o after 1935 undertook various measures which aaravated the tension
-oetween Church and State. The first sten Was to dissolve all religious organizations whose character WS not purely relid:ous but also - p olitical. The person
lost responsible for this measure was SS-40/Stubaf and Ober Re,;. Rat Dr HARTMAYN,
who at that time was the Church Refernt of the Gestapo.
0,9(rT P
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At that , tie, the Gesta p o obtrined from P number of monks beioneing to
various monasteries evidence Of illegel foreign rchange transactions in considerable emounts involving numerous Catholic monasteries and convents in
I s assistant, states
Germany. (Interro g ator's note: ROLLEYHAGEN, one of HARTL
s
referet
was
instrumental
in
gathering
this
evidence
against the
that HARTL t
s
denial,
which
is
just
one
more.attetpt
to
I
.
HARTL
s
Cetholic organization
letely
without
foundation,
p
errtion
with
the
Gestapo,
is
com
p
becloud his close coo
since the gathering of such information p eeinst the Church was one of 'the prime
functions of his SD neteork.) Armed rith this information, HEYD -: ICH ordered
the heed of his foreign exchange tracing office, SS-0/Stubaf QUETTLIYG to
eroceod aeainst the suspected institutions. As a result, numerous measures
were undertaken against monasteries 'whose members had been ostensibly guilty
of violrtine the foreign exchan ge laws. Hare emphasises that these measures
were then carried out by the Church Referrt of the Gesta p o in the respective
area, hoping thereby to absolve himself of any responsibility in a natter,'
which oven at that time was recognized by the German people to be a particularly
vile form of anticlerical pro p aganda, far out of proportion to any violation
of the law which might have boon committed.
Another attemp t to vilify the church came about follorieg whet HARTL terms
the "chance" discovery of e number of monks in disrepute:ele nightclubs for
homosexuals. Here egein, HARTL tries to shift the res p onsibility to other
offices by essertine that this chance discovery prompted HEYDTICR to initiate
action through SS-Stendf KEISINGER, later p olice attrche in TOK/D in order to
determine the extent of homosexuality in all monasteries throughout Germany.
There can hard1y be any deubt that HARTZ t s SD network was the - prime source of
evieence in this affair too. The fact that the Church Referat of the Gestapo
then undertook extremely Eller, measures against "iniquitous and guilty"
menasteriee in no way lessons HARTL t s responsibility in an action even more
dubious than that against the fereign exchemee violators.
Catholics all over Germany were incensed by these rotten methods of the
Party and tension mounted.
nriests and monks exp ressed sharo remarks
ageinst the Nazis, and these remarks in turn led to more arrests, more convictions end more . sentencing to the concentration cam p in DACHAU. Nazi prop aganda had a field day in its extremely violent campaleen a gainst the Church
in the press and in p rop eganda meetings. All Party leaders, from HITLER down
to the small p rceoaganda loader of a Kreis, gleefully partici p ated in this
p rop aganda car:paten.
FAny

"as not idle in his efforts to s-ker the Church. On the insti gation of his cousin, SS-Stubaf end Ober Roe Rat in Amt I II, Dr August PATIN,
he established a secret research office to ee plere the methods and extent of .
medieval witch trials. At the cost of quite a few hundred thousand narks, he
comoissioned a laree number of ex p erts to collect all books and records,
p rinted- and unprinted,.from all libraries in Germany and from all Church, State
and p rivate archives. For every German family and for every German community
a list of forbears (men, women, and children) was drawn up from the archives,
who at some time or other between the Kiddie Ages and the present had been
martyred and tortured by the Church. RARTL states that this material forms
one of the most interesting cultural-historical collections in the world.
The results of this research ?roject fanned the hatred and revengeof high
ranking Party leaders such as RIDSER, HITLER and :e0R: . :A1 N and inspired them to
cruelties and brutalities against the Church. RINKLER and many.areund him
cop ied almost every detail of their concentration camp methods
as described
in the current press from the ecclesiastical interrogetion methods of the
Inquisition. Leediree figures in this research p roject, whidh yielded such
catastrop hic result, were SS-Stendf SPDNOLER, SS-H/Stuf Dr NURAWSKI and
SS-Stubaf Dr DITTEL.
From
,
7 0Th eredually assumed leadershi p of the fight
against
the Church. Establishing within his staff an independent Church Division
under the direction of Fin at KRUnGER, he constantly issued directives to
all State and Party offices on the pure . ing of clerical influence from public
life.
1936
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1939-191a
The mountine tension between Church and State in Germany abated considerebly with the outbreak of 1,reT in 1939. HITLER issued the order that all
cenflict with the Church wes either tn be settled immediately or postponed
until after the wr. HARM carefully disclaims any knowledee of measures
teen eeeinst the Catholic clerey of Poland at the time. He later found out
that a ereat number of nriests, monks and nuns were arrested ih Poland during
that time. Such arrests, he states, were either ordered directly by HIMMLER
end HEYDRICH through the corn-lenders of the Sipo and sr in Poland, or were
carried out by these commanders on their own res p onsibility. During this
eeriede -HRTL was transferred from his former SD work to Amt IT under Gestano
Chief nITAIrza and must have had insieht into the oeerations of the Gestapo
against the Church. He maintains that the Church situation at that time was
"relatively" Quiet. He further ettemets to absolve himself of any responSibility,
by stetine that the ectuel Gestapo executive function in Church questions was
vested in the eerson of Reg Rat ROTh, his colleague in office, who went p ersonally with all Important decisions to Gestapo Chief MUELLER without consultine HAFTL.
1941-1945
HARTL was relieved of his duties in the RShA in December 1941, when he
was sent to Russia to work for the MS in KIE7, Dr ThOleeS. His knowled g e of
Nazi p olicy toward the Church after that date is that of an outsider. he
states that just after his dismissal froil office, the RSHA adopted the radical
anti-clerical eolicy already launched by the ?arty Chancellory under the
direction Of eAn Rat KRUEGER. LOPYAre end EIMMLER or their aeents now became
the eroponents of an extremely severe war against the Church with':•ITLERIs
aeeroval, because in the French Foreign Office proof was discovered that
Gorman Jesuits had been working with the French Secret Service. HIMMLERIs
hencheen in this fieht aeainst the Church were KALTEMRUNNER, rUELLER, ROTH,
T-UNZE end Dr NEUHZTS. At the same time, and
:OR-eANN
KRUEGER and their colleeeues
in the Party Chancellory were carrying on the SPMC fight against the Church.
In this cee p aign between 1942 and 1945, the measures launched against the
Church were said to be extremely radical, often resulting in executions and
other forms of violence. The action Was cloaked in the ereetest secrecy, and
HARTI claims he heard only rumors of it through former connections in the RSHA.
During his visit to ROleE in 1943, hARTL paid a visit to Bishop HUDAL of
the Sacrum Off icium to discuss with him, as HL exp lains, the world situation
in the field of religion and edlitics. HABTL knew him from a bonk HUDAL had
written on National Socialise- During the.conversation, HUDAL confided to
HeeRTL the fact that shortly after the death of Reich Church laniater KERRL,
(early 19 121) a hi gh ranking SS Official had come to him with a mission from
HITLER and HIhIER namely, to offer him the eosition as Reich Minister for
Churches in Germany. HUDAL had accepted, for he saw the eossibility of uniting
the whole Catholic world against Bolshevism and of making war between Germany
and the United States impossible. he had e,-reed to adoet an internal eolicy
of comelete division of Church and State in Germany in accordance with HITLER%
elans. HUDAL made himself ready for the trie to BlarIN and- awaited the promised
s p ecial -lane of the German Government. At the last minute, however, the plan
was droeeed, presumably because of objections voiced by 73ORMANNe
HARTL asserts that it will ever be to the shame of the German bishops with
the exception of the :relate in BERLIN, LICHTENBERG, that not one single leading
Catholic church official intervened energetically and publicly for those priests
banished at the time to concentration camps or sentenced to death. HIMKLER
and
TN were thirsting for the blood of the higher Church hierarchy, but
these church officials hold back, sendine only the lesser ones on ahead and
then leaving them to their fate.
Pert of the hierarchy under the leadership of the Pa-)al Nuncio Cesare
CRSINIGO, Cardinal EERTRAr of IRESLAU, Bishoe 1.11217KEN etc, even exeressly censured
the anti-Nazi attitude of the lower hierarchy. Nor must it be forgotten that a by
no means inconsiderable ',art of even the lower hierarchy as well as some of the
leading eersonalities of the Church collaborated with the Nazis and the GIS up
to the col1a7Dse in 1945.
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In 1940 HEYDRICH personally ordered HARTL to report to the Chancellory of
the Fuehrer to receive instructions_tne eeton_sehre t Flatter fro re76/eichs Amts
Leiter SS-O/Fuehrer Viktor BRACK.
At the Chancellory, BRACK explained to HARTL that HITLER had decided for .financial and humane reasons to put the pitiful incurably insane out of their
misery in the most painless manner possible. He had been given the order to
organize, en conjunction with Min Rat zur LIPMIN of the Ministry of the Interior,
the execution of this plan. 1 /1.th HIMMIER's approval, a commission of ph,sicians
and chemists had tested methods for achieving rainless death on "criminal"
inmates of concentration camps, and on the basis of these experiments a. gas
chamber for mass e y ecutions had been constructed. To simplify matters end also
for psychological reasons, the bod&es were to be cremated. A special ambulance
company would transport all insane declared incurable by a medical board to
central institutions ecuipped with the necessary gas chamber and cremateriue.
Psychologically, it would be a simple matter to gain the support of the

people for such a measure. Everything depended on finding out how German church
officials would react to the measure. BRACE then asked HAATL to express his
opinion on the possible reaction of the Church to this problem.

HARTL explained tnPt on the basis of his knowledge of moral theology, the
Church would reject the killing of the insane, but that in such an important mete
ter he wotld sugeest that e church specialist in such things, i e, a professor
of moral theology, be given the task of writing a detailed endorsement oil the
subject. BRACK agreed with thA3 suggestion and told HARTL to obtain such an
endorsement.
From A group of six moral theologians known to HARM, he chose as the most
suitable man for the task, Prof MAYEB of the Academy for Philosophy and Theology
in PADERBORN. MAYER accepted the assignment and submitted a lengthy endorsement
of more than 100 pages in which he pointed out that the Church itself, until the
19th Century, had done away with the insane by locking them up. in so-called witch
towers and letting them starve, by driving them into the woods to starve or,
after torturing them cruelly, by burning them at the stakes as witehes. MAYER
then expleined in his endorsement that since the 19th century, moral theology
has been for absolute protection of the lives of insane and has generally rejected mercy killing or euthanasia. Yet opinions on this subiect were not always
uniform. Evan today it is possible to prove the right to kill incurably insane,
particularly with the probabilism theory of the Jesuits. The non-ecclesiastical
moral theology, according to NAY:R, also fails to agree on this subject, and
various American philosophrs lend serious support th the case for euthanasia.
Thus, the final result of MAYER's report, which contained an enormous amount of
scirntific background material, was that in principle, there is no contradiction
between Church doctrine . and the killing of the incur ably
insane. Since the 19th
century, however, a neg e tive attitude to the problem of euthanasia has been
predominant. horal history shows that the Church has 'very frequently changed
its oninion in such matters and hPs adapted itself to prevailing conditions.
MAYER's endorsement thus cleared up the question theoretically. From a
practical standpoint it was then necessary to find out whether the Church would
undertake a violent campaign of opposition against the plan. HITLER could not
afford to risk a consolidated attack of all German churches.
-
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HARTL then proposed to confide the entire plan to an official represEntative
of the Catholic Church and to an representative of the Protestant Church for
their opinion. HARTL himself was unwilling to accept responsibility for such en
important decision. He proposed the names of two persons whose opinion might •
be considered offizial, Bishop WILMN, who acted as liaison between all German
Catholic bishops end the German Government and was the Head of the Commissariat
of the Fulda Bishop's Conference, and the Protestant Pastor BOnELSCH IJING, Director of the Bethel institutions.
EARTL claims that he did not take part in the conferences with these two
representatives of the Church and knows only what haaaemea at . the meetings.
from BRACK. BODUSCHWING, whom Reichsleiter BOUHLER visited personally in BETHEL,
was very much against the plan. He even succeeded in having his institutions
exempted from the measures. BRACK, an4 those above him concluded that BODEL:.
SCEWING's resistance th the measure, as BRACK explained with great sarcasm to
HARTL, was dictated less by the principle of the matter them by "business reasons". In the discussions with Bishop WI -177CEN, which were based on Professor
MAYE:R's endorsement, the BIshop displayed a surarisingly positive attitude,
eccoraing to BRCK, who during the discussion, suggested that he and the bishop
inspect various asylums to demonstrate the need for the planned measure. WIENKEN
declined, the offer, but promised to persuade the other bishops to show an understanding for the contenplated project.
Actually, neither a united. Protestant attack, nor a sharp, public Catholic
protest was launched against the execution of the measure. In time, some
individual protests were heard, but they were just as weak as all the other
Pronouncements and decrees of the Church hierarchy. It wes more a case of
grumbling than protesting. Not one protest condemned HITLER personally as the
instrgator of an unmoral or unchristiah measure. Not one bishop absolved himself from his oath to HITUR because of thit measure. Not one of the
many Catholic and Protestant professors of morals resigned his official position
in the Third Reich or refused to accept his salary from the State. No Nantlio
wee recalled to ROME in protest. BODELSCHWING's protest, even though seconded-by
some theologians like Bishop WUEM, remained ineffective, because of the reason
stated above. Bishop GaEEN failed utterly in his protest by including in his
sermon on the subject such an obvious untruth that the effect was lost. He stated
that it was also the intention to kill severely twOunded soldiers. Since a militaristic state by adapting such a measure would at the same time destroy every
bit of its militarism, it was obvious thEt GAIN was lying. Everyone knew that
not even the crazieet National Socialist would even consider such a. plan. It
was thus p ossible to denounce the bishop as a liar and a demagogue. Further
protests continued to trickle in from Church cirtles, but all of them were
spineless and tame.
HARTL is certain that this measure against the insane would have been dropped
immediately if the Christian Churches hed taken a united and. defiant stand
against 03. That was actually the whole idea of HARTL I s part in the p lan, namely
to determine if the Nazis could afford to go through with the project without
arousing the Church.
In attemp ting to explain why the Church, in this case PS in so many others,
bowed, before the will of the Nazis, HAETL gives two reasons. For diplomatic
rtasons the Church fearfully avoided committing itself to the demoOradies
or to the Soviet Union, iS, it was unwilling to break with the Fascist states
(MUSSOLINI, HITLER, TISO, PETAIN, FRANCO). This is the political line of the
Vatican and is easily proven (see Annex Il Vatican Politics). In the case of
the incurably insane, the moral euestion had to accede to political considerations. Secondly, judging by BECH's report to HARTL on wI1NKN, it'protest.
against this measure could not only be successfully countered by propaganda,
but the'results of such a pretest Would be psychologically negative.
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In March 1538, some 100 officials of the SD Hauptemt and Gestapo in BERLIN
were ordered to be reedy to leave by speciel train from the Anhalter strtion
within e. few hours. HARTL, aa one of the officials, traveled with the group to
rUNICF. 'ihere a smell party including HEYDRICH, ;!.TJELIz.a, LISCHKA, etc boarded
n. rlane for MINNA, while the rest continued the tri p by autocade under the
command of MEISINGER.
Once in VIENNA, the Gests p o ' officials under command. of I:DELL/a and PIFRAD7R
cerrid out lsrge-scele arrests and confiscations. EL.RTL is silent on his activities during the first few days, claiming only that he took part in the big
rece p tion ceremonies for HITLER and in other celebrations. He was then given
the mission of seeking • out all Austrian bishops in order to persuade them to
coo p erate p eneefully with the National Socialist authorities. HARTL claims that
ell of them expressed their willingnese td1 cooperate vald that several Of them,
such as Prince Bishop HESTER of KLAGENFUaT, were enthusiastic about the annexation, while others, Prince Bishop W:_ITZ of SALZBURG, stated that they still
could not comprehend that nothing was going to happen to them because of their
former political activity. '.1:hey had thought that the Gestepo would shoot every
last Austrian bishop or at least jail them for life. HARTL assured them that
nothing Whatever would ha p pen to them, and the Archbishop was moved to tears
by such decency nd. generosity. As e. mPtter of fact, nothing did happen to the
Austrien bishops under the Nazi regime.
Cardinal. INNITZ/i, who hod been approached not only by 1URTL, but by a
higher ranking Nazi official, SS-Brigf SELZNER, then issued a proclemeiion to .
the people urging them to vote for HITLER. All bishops joined this proolemation,
and es HARTL asserts, without pressure from the side of . the Nazis.
HARTL was under the impression et the time that their enthusiasm for HITLIR
nctuslly stemmed from their fear of being shot for 'having supported SCHUSCHNIGG
Fascism. Prince bishop WAITZ of SALZBURG, who knew RARTL by neMe, of course,
assured him thot in his opinion, the Austrian bishops owed their lives to HARM
and wish ..d to reward him with handsome presents.
Prince Bishop HESTIa of KLAGENFURT vas the only =:ustrian bishop known to be
ar old follower of National Socialism and was known to have saved the lives of e
many National Socialists und.fr the SCHUSCHNIGG. regime.
During HARTL I s tri p . through Austria to the various bishoprics of GRAZ,
54 ,.LI3YRG, LINZ and STTOY.LTEN, !3 ( 0/Fuehrer Dr SIX arrived in VIENNA
by plane to carry out large scale actions in his field. SIX, at the time, was •
1:_71L's surerior in office, and HARTL was in charge of Church Affairs, and yet
he denies responsibility for the measures taken by SIX and GAHRMANN against
what he trms "sami-politicel' church organizations. He does admit searching
the house of the University Prof- Dr A DEI .r.F, but claims that he neither arrested
the ran nor confiscatd any of his property. Here he hedges again, by claiming
teat he left the command of this house search to GAHRMLNN, while he himself
managed to keep otherwise occupied by helping the future Gauleiter A HOFTtiLli
re-register all church organizations, a dull, clerical task involving no
decisions, for the actual lic,nces for such organizations, were not • ds::cici.ed on
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until months later. HARTL claims to have volunteered for this work in order to
avoid taking part in house searches of church property, since he had just mede
agreemente of mutual loyalty with Church officials. He further claims thet SIX
severely reprimanded him for his evasive tactics and threatened to have him
punished theough . BLYDRICH. HIYDRICHe however, appreciated. HARTL's efforts in
eppeasing the bishops ana punished him for this lack of discipline only by failing
to grant him the promotion given to all other participants of the 13 March ection
and by sending him back to .BERLIN. GAHRNANN remained in VIENNA. later to become
SD Abschnitts Fuehrer in LINZ. BOLE took charge of the SD office in VIEHNA.
SS-Stubaf Br BOLTE had been on of SIX's closest associates before becoming SDLeitebschnitts Fuehrer in VIENNA..
An interesting sidelight on HARTL i s trip to VIENNA in 193$ occurred during
the first days of the Nazi occupation. HARTL was ordered to rep ort to HEYDRICH
in the Hotel Refina, wher the following cenversation between the two took place.
HEYDRICH informed HARTL that he had received secret instructions to secure at all
costs any documents Within the Austrian-Clecheborder area, which might show that
HITLER was not German, but of Czech or Slrvic descent, The only records in cuestion would be the parochial registers. He asked HAaTL -ow to go about ebteining
these records, whether or not they were kept hidden by the Church and whether
such a search could be kept secret. WtTL stated. that since it was not known in
which perishes the documents might be found, numerous genealogists would heve to
search recerds in theearea in question, and that if only for this reasen, it
would be very difficult to keep such an cation secret. If HITLER, however, could
give more precise information on the probable locality where such evidence might
be found, trained geneelogists would have no trouble in procuring such documents
secretly and in short order. It would only be a matt,r of removing either birth
or baptismal recerds from the Church archives.
This ended the conversation between EMRICH and HARTL, and HiaTL claims that
he leter7heard nothing more on the matter,
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Ie view of HARa's position as Vatican expert of the RSHA, the interrogator
osaumed from the very beginning thet HARM pleyed a decisive p art in shaping the
Nazi church policy in Poland. HARTL's testimony on this phase of his activity
is disep ointing , despite intensive interrogation. His reticent attitude when
cenfrented with euestiens dealing with the Polish situation has only strengthened
the interrogator's conviction that he is withholding damaging information, which
might make him subject to war crimes investigation. The following report on his
activities in connection with Poland should be read in this light.
F...,RTL. claims_ that prior to 1935, his Referat in the SD HeuptAmt in BERLIN
hod nothing whatsoever to do with Feland. He does remember, however, that At
that time, the Gestapo was interested in the freouent conferences being held in
Poland between German political refugees and Polish Jesuits in ZAKOPANE.
Seortly before Germany's attack on Poland, HEYDRICH ordered H41.17.TL to submit
a lst of the most important Church personalities in Poland and a short survey
of church conditions prevailing in that country. Since, as HARM claims, his
V-Mann network did not extend into Polane, he-Ws forced to rely on the printed
material available in preparini.: this recort.
A few days after Germany's attack, HRITaICTi sent H..11L to C.P.:,.COW to reassure
the Catholic Archbishop Prince SPIEL that Germany would respect the rights of
the Church provided the Church refrained from any political Activity. Great
excitment and confusion hod been aroused among the Polish clergy, when Cerdipal
FLOND of GNeSIN fled to 2.01ii through Rumania. Many priests had abandoned their
parishes and were fieein befere the Germen troops. E,,RTI, was to attemp t to
stop such mass panic.
In MAGOW he spoke with Prince SAPILH and. assured him that the Church would
continue its religious duties, steting that any iluestions which might arise
should. be referre e. to the local German office ' s, yet to be established: or directly to the Church i.nistry in BL .T,LIN. Prince fLPIER!,. told HAZ.TL that so far, he
hed ne comp laints whotslover to lede:e.
Rf,am, then visit,e the large monastery outside CaLL0 -1 , where he was welcomed
with all -cerdiality. He also paid a. visit to the Jesuit menastery in C3AZI'T end
sp ike with members of the Polish clergy in LzestochoWa-and in Kr, to - ice. Ee then
returnee. to 37=1,IN aftr only a few days in Poland, but returned immediatly
with }in Dirigent a0TF. of the Church lanistry, this time entering . :'- oland through
D2::NZIG. Owing to the 7resence of numerous Polish Army units still in the area
and
failed to proceed beyond the first bishop seat, the town of
wher Bishop OKOIT rE"CKI had once officiated, but like Cardinal I102M, had. new
flee. Tn the bishop's palace, :7,ARTI, claiMe that he and -..OTT7 found two roes
filled to a depth of one meter with unopene 0. letters, srme of them more than ten
years old. host of them were reouests from teoele for special prayers and masses
with the necessary funds enclosed, others were official and private correspondence.

HARTL again entered Poland in December 1941, but only to travel through the
country on his way to loassia. In the Sprint of 1943 he s pent two months in a_
hospital in L.K.3F.N./L, where he failed to notice any tension between Ger mans and
Poles. Polish priests held Catholic service:. in the local church, and German
troops pldyed footbell with local Polish tans.
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HARM remembers that after his first short visit to Poland in 1919, S',-Stebsf
IOC'S, the Church Referent of Ant VI, s p ent some time in Poland but he knows
little of whet this mission accomplished. LOOSS fiscovered certain valueble
ritual utensils of the Church, which the Poles had ostensibly hidden, and which
were then turned over to the Bishop of NZ/G, Bishop SPLZT, on EITI:TR l s personal,
oreer. Ee disclaims any knowledge, however, of any measures taken against the
Church at that, time by the Zinsetz Kommandos of Sipo and SD. At that tine, SiDO
and SD in the LUBLIN area were under SS-Stubaf FUEIIIR.
EAReI . does remeMber that at that time, SS-0 ./tubaf PATIN and SS-E/Stuf DT
1:URA7SXI were in Poland gathering material for the library and archives of Art
VI:.
At the beginning of 1941. EARTL h e ard that a number
monks had been brought to DWCIA.U. He states openly that
this news, since the German clergy had always manifested
towerd the hy p ereheuvinistic Polish clergy, and since he
- GO hod always displayed. a strong disiexe of
Nuncio ORSE A

of Polish priests and
he was not alarmed by
a strong antipathy
knew that . even
the Polish clergy.

In this p eriod, -ilk= paid a visit to the clerical wing of the concentration
camp in DACEAU, where he was able to convince himself that the priests at least
were getting fair treatment. He was told that the majority of the 200 priests
at DeCAU were Polish and. that their preferential treatment was resented by other
inmates of the camp. German' priests had even complaihed, because they were put
in the same class with Polish priests.
In 1943 BAEZ.. heard runors of a special . action aaainst the Polish interngensia, but was unable to find out detailes from any source. If suck an action
was in operation, he states, it Mist have come from the highest ouerters (HITILR
HEYDRICH, ;:liELLER) and must have been kapt extremely secret, for it
never appeared. in the general reports on Poland.
(7'uestioned on general church policy of the Nazis in Poland, HARTL stated that
the eefeai suffered by that country automatically invalidated the Polish concordat both inthe newly erected General Government and in the "arthebau. Geuleiter
C77.ZIER of the 7arthegau, who enjoyed the special confidence not only of FITLF-R,
but also of .. &01P: TICITN, POSINBERG, end HIMPZR, ie i those most res p onsible for
church policy, wes instructed by HITLER to try out in his area those laws which
the iTazis planned to incorporate in a new condordant for the Reich after • the war.
The envisaged changes emphasized a sharp division of church and stete. HARTL
particieated in an official capecity'in one of GR:ISER's discussions on the
matter of church collections. It was plenned to hew the churches collect the
contributions directly from the church members elimineting the state ea collecting ag ncy for the church. In the Reich, the state was still collecting a tax
for the churches. The new plan was put into effect in the Varthegau.
HARTL claims that this was his official contact with GRIME, who ems always

ablL to p resent his problems to the highest offices w ithout going through chan-

nels. LREIS.ER's deputy, Ein Director JAEGER, had been previoubly active in the
Church 1:inistry and was considered an expert from BOW:AeNN I s staff. and Landes
Jugend Pfarrer DUD:eNS of Eicklenburg, who also enjoyed the confidence of BORHANN,
ROSE -e73EHG and hIMLI.Li.
SS-Stubee RULBE I . e2EISLR's deputy, the Church Referent of SD Abschnitt
reeorte not to IIARTL, but to GREISER on the church situation in his area.
The SD. received its intelligence on the Protestant Church directly from DUNS,
on the Catholic Church form a Canon on . FOS.EN, a very well kown Franciscan monk,
end from numerous other Cotholic priests.
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Church intelligence reports from the General Government reached HARTL even
less freouently them similer reports from the Warthegau. In order to couAteract
FRANK I s strong position, HP.TIER and BORFANN were forced to give their agents
there s p ecial powers. These agents of the SD end Sipo were largely independent
and if they had any importamt ouestions of poly to decide, they went directly
to HEYDRICH or tb .TJELLIR. All executive questions in the occunied areas came
under the Gruppe Besetzte Gebiete of Amt IV RSRA and were not directed to HARTLIs
nurch Referat. He firmly denies havitig had any advance knowledge concerning
the 'rrest 6 numerous Polish priests and monks, and only later did he learn Privately that many Polish nuns had been 17)1AW
P
(concentration camp). HARTL states categorically that no member of the Polish
clergy suffered violence while he was in charge of the Church Referat.
in one Oettr

1 OreTtnt •

After his dismissal from office, HARTL learned from SS-H/Stuf REISSEANN,
Vaticen Referent of At VI, that :Cardinal HIOND of POSEN had been captured by the
Gestapo in France and was now in honorary custody (Ehrenheft) writing very interesting papers for Sipo and SD and had furthermore pledged himself to continued
cooperation with Sipo and SD,
From Vatican sources HARTL learned that the funeral of the late Archbishop
of LVOV, S2EPTICKI, which had threatened to turn into a Mass demonstration against
the Communists, was declared a state funeral, in which high-ranking Soviet officials took pert, thus turning it into a pro-Bolshevist demonstration. SZEPTICKI's
successor, who had been arrested by the Soviets, was elected to the Soviet town
council of LVOV. The same Vatican source assured HARTLthat - the Soviets are
generally very corTect toward the Catholic Church throughout the occupied areas
including Poland and Hungary, but that very often they have priest t amd bishops
murdered by local Communists.
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As chief of the Church Referet of the SD and later'of the Gestapo, it was
HeATL I e mission to establish intelligence contacts with all church groups and to
work out a scientific basis for this intelligence Pctivity. It . was therefore one
of his duties to e-tPblish contact with the Orthodox Church, which he did through
leetropolitan SIRAEIM in BZELIN end the persons immediately surrounding him.
Being a Vatican expert, EARTL ead first to aconaint himself with the Orthodox
Ceurch by attending, whbt he terms, the eetremely impressive services in the
BLELIN Orthodox cathedral and by studying the literature on the Orthodox Ohurch.
while thus engaged, he made the acouaintance of Dr.Lenard WINTER, the university
professor in PAARL, who proved to be very well informed on the Orthodox church
end later became one of RARTL's best friends.
Another source of HARTL I s information on the Orthodox Church was his trip
through southern Russia in 1942 and 1943, while ostensibly studying the intellectual trends of that region. (See Annex IXEARTL i s Trip to Russia). On his return
from the east, he planned to write a book on the Russian Cieurch in exile, end"
while carrying out research on this subject, made the acouaintance and close
friendship of a large number of leading figures in the Orthodox church, particularly in the Belkens. In this research RARTL also made use of Vatican circles,
which were extremely well informed on the Orthodox Church.
On the basis of this knowledge EAATL has given the following account of the
Orthodox Church.
The Orthodox Church in General
Over the centuries the Orthodox, Church end the Roman Catholic Church have
develop ed divergent p olitical concepts. With the Vatican, the Roman Catholic
Church has et its commend a single central authority. The Church is PM independent political power with its own diplomacy and its own ercellent intelligence
service. The Church is eggressive. The dogma of the infallibility of the Pope
end the doctrine of Catholic beatification are prereouisites for its claim to the
right of converting the entire world to Catholicism. Chief religious emphasis
is laid on dogmP,
The Orthodox Church, on the other hand, possesses no central aathority and
thus neither a policy nor an intelligence service of its own. It always serves
the political power, with which it can most readily 'combine. The Orthodox Church
is not agressive but passive, stressing both devotion and suffering.
The Orthodox Church in Germany
In Germany the Orthodox Church was made up to a considerable extent of Russian
immigrants. The heed of the Orthodox cherch, Metropolitan BAJLIPRIN in . :DM:LIN, fell
in with the Nazis from the very beginning and enjoyed their extensive support of
his religious activity. Through financial contributions from the Church Ministry,
the Orthodox church was able to erect a new Orthodox cathedral in BERLIN/Wilmarsdorf. Archbishop SeReeHIM and his priests were then more than willing to
impart
all they knew •tout Russia and Russian emigration to the GIS. It must be steted
however, that the 0:thodox church in PAM and in the Balkans w r s infinitely
better informed on actual conditions in Russia that the senile Orthodox group in
Germany. Actually, the GIS did not p rofit to any great extent from its conteets
with Metropolitan •SIIRAPHI.
-
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The Orthodox Church in the Soviet Union
In Southern Russia HARTL .was able to establish three large groups within the Orthodox Church. The Tsarist-Greater Russia group was formed from the
last remnants of the once wealthy and honored State Orthodox Church of Tsarist
days. Since it was one of the main bulwarks of the Tsarist regime, it was
practically wiped out during the first years of Bolshevism. Some Orthodox
priests were able to escape persecution by disguising themselves as farm workers
end factory workers. Many of them emerged from hiding during the period of
German occupation, and HARM was able to talk with some of them during his
trip to Russia. "hile in hiding, they had often managed under the greatest
. difficulties to organize small secret religious groups with the aid of lay
priests. These Tsarist-Orthodox lay priests were to. be found particularly
in academic circles, living the veritable life of a saint or a martSrre . They
p ossessed extreme religious fervor and were capable of heroic sacrifice and
were actually an underground movement in the Soviet Union.
The Tsarist-Orthodox monks suffered the same fate as the priests., One
of the last important Archimandrites became the Orthodox Archbisho p of the
United States in NE" YOBK after having successfully fled from Soviet Russia.
At the Russian border on the Dukla Pass in Eastern Slovakia a group of
Tsarist-Orthodoe monks, some of them former Tsarist officers including a
Grand Duke, banded together in the vledimirovke monastery. HL maintained
close friendly relations with the monks of this monastery, which at the same
time was an excellent intelligence center. RARTL claims that in he Winter of
1944 and 1945 he tried to help these mcnks reach Switzerland. The Gestap o had
them moved from Slovakia to BNFLIN, and HARTL is not sure Whether or not they
were able to flee from there in the Spring of 1945.
In addition to being excellentle informed on the Soviet Union, these monks
also had extremely eood connections in the 2alkans, particularly In BELGRADE and
SOFIA, and a4so in Switzerland, where their. intelligence network joined the
intelligence services of both Britain and the Vatican in BLREE. (RARTL suggests
at this point that among the various tasks he might accom plish for US Intelligence would be an assignment covering this intelligence center in BERNE, Where
he is sure he could gain vital information inaccessible to any member of the
US Intelligence.)
The National Ukrainian and the National Ruthenian Group
Following .Germany's occupation of Southern Russia, certain Orthodox national
groups sprang up in the Ukraine; in White Ruthenia, in vollynia, PodOlia and in
the northern regions. These groups were led either by .1egitimately ordained
bishops or by bishops of dubious title. They sought to form.independent autokephal national churches in conformance with the national states planned by the
German occup ation authorities. These bishops and priests collaborated closely
with the Gereans,and were often of great help to the GIS. Sole of these
priests, however, as was later found out, were working for the Soviet Intelligence Service under the guise of netionalism and were using this method
to p enetrate the GIS. During his stay in Russia, RARTL claims to have made
the eceuaintence of outstanding specialists of the Soviet Intelligence
Service and was extremely im p ressed by their methods.
T.Tith the advance of the Soviet forces in 1944 and 1945,
these Orthodox
bisho p s (about 30 of them) were forced to flee to the west, ostensibly seeking
either 7eritish or American protection, as Metro p olitan SERAPHIM told HARTL.
some of them, however, in their des p eration decided to die a martyr t s death
et the hands of the Soviets. These 30 bishops of the National Orthodox moveeent, who collaborated with the Germans, were the ones who had been invited
to a concilium in VIENTA in 1943, which was held under Gestapo auspices and
eehieved little success owing to the unfortunnte choice of arch-Catholic
TL=A as a meeting place for Orthodox bishops.
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A relatively small minority of Orthodox priests and bishops went over to the
Bolshevists during the Ruestem revolution end were thus able to sae their life
and their church office. Over the years they split into various factions, but
gradually Patriarch SeRGIUS of EOSCOW emerged es their common lender. This Soviet
Orthodox group then developed into one of the most valuable instruments of the
Russian Secret Service, At first only within Russias's borders, but then after
1942, with very grent success abrotd.
HARTL claims that wherever he went in Russia, the people nssured him thet the
most dangerous colleborators of the NEVD were the priests (Popen) and that hand.reds of thousands of people deported to forced labor camps owed their fate to the
rep orts of NXVD priests. Some ofthese priests lacked any formai education whatsoever and could just about struggle through the barest minimum of Orthodox ritual. Addicted to alcohol, they were the fear of every woman and young girl.
Others were learned priests, excellently treined not only in theology, but also
in intelligence work, such P .S the secretary to the Bishop of KHARX0v.
As far as HARM knows, the Russians first ettempted to use the Church or
religion in foreign politics end in foreign intelligence in Islam. The Russian
Intelligence Service dispatched Mohammedan priests to the (southern Caucasus and
India with greet success, where they aee probably still working for the Soviet
Intelligence Service.
The Soviets made n further, much bigger experiment with Buddhism. HARTL
claims to have learned from hii talks with Buddhist priests and monks in the
Kelmueken steppe on the Cespien Sea that there are a number of training institutions for Buddhist priests end monks in the Soviet Union, who after their training go to Central and Lest Asia, particularly to China, therein carry on very
fruitful work. Their tPsk is made that much eesier by the fact that far-reaching
ideelogical correlations exist between Bolshevism and Buddhism, which were explained to HARTZ by the Buddhist priests with whom he spoke. He cleime never to
have come across them in the literature on these two subjects.
Since 1942, the Soviets have made further efforts to enlist the forces of
religion in their foreign intelligence through the medium of the Orthodox Church.
The first step was rn attempt to approach the British Secret Service through the
Anglican church. The main channels for such an approach, as far A8 HARTL was
able to determine, were the Archbishop of CANTERBURY, the Bishop of Gibraltar and
the church intelligence center in BERNE, Switzerland. The second step was direct toward the entire southern and eastern Mediterraneen erea through the medium
of the Orthodox pettierehs of CONSTANTINOPLE, ANTIOCH and ALEXANDRIA. In that
area the Orthodox church suddenly began to work for the Soviets and had enormous
finencial means to work with. The third step employed the Orthodox church in the
Beeeens and wrs particularly successful following the failure of the SPELLFAN
mission. In this area, the TITO bisho p s, the Metropolitan of SOFIA And later. the
Eeerch of Bulgaria, STEFAN were the principel contacts.
At the concilium in VIENNA, -the Orthodox bishops under German influence hPd
etteep ted in 7.943 to decleee the election of SERGIUS of :10SCOW, which was brought
about by a minority vote, invalid, in the hope of halting the influence of the
Soviet church in the Balkans. The entire concilium, however, was so stupidly and
ridiculously org e nieed by the German CleurCh Ministry and by the Church Referent
of Ant IV RSHA, Reg Rat Dr NEUHAUS, SS-Stubaf and Protestant theologian, that it
could not possibly be effective. After the death of Patriarch SERGIUS and his
pompous state funeeal in HOSOOW, this "first great saint of the Soviet Union"
n ttained even greater influence over the Russinm Orthodox church abroad than
during his lifetime.
The Vetican is observing this development with greet exactitude and with
greet care. lention hes already been made in this report of the fact that the
Vatican for some time has been dispatching Jesuits as Orthodox priests into the
ranks of the Orthodox church.

4

conclusion EARTL states that the Soviets have alrea dy been extremely sucin elisting the services of religion into their Intelligence Service and
that it will be very difficult ' for another power to overcome thfs Soviet heedstert.
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Preemble
The following article is part of HARTL's own account of his stay in Russia.
The text is presented as P. literal trPnslPtion from the German in the first
person without comment. Actually, the commentary to this report cPn be found in
the personnlity of :ARIL, as it emerges from the rs:ort as a whole. For this
reason it might be unnecessary to receet at this point that HARTL is known as
a boaster of the highest order, thrt he is particularly reticient about his
activities under BdS Dr ThOlit..S in KIEV, and that he is constantly Attempting
to ingratiate himself with the US Intelligence.

'4 Stay

in Russia (December 1941 to Spring

1943)

4 assignment to Russia was n mensure of disciplina ry punishment imposed
upon me and thereire I was not given a position corresponding to my rank and
previous assigntent. I was attached without official position or executive
authority to the BdS of the Ukraine, SS-Gruf Dr THO T AS, with the mission to
travel through southern Russia and report extensively on the intellectual trends
in that area. Dr THOliAS gave me the additional assignment of recruiting young
men of German descent for his special guara units, Whenever I cane across them
in ry travels. The first mission I accomthshed, but the second one could not
be carried out, since these' elements of German descent had already been recruited
by%the Volksdeutsche Fittelstelle for local defense, and my authority was
insufficient to supersede this order.
Thus, I spent the major rart of 1942 on the road. •y travels were interrupted
on only one occasion when I was sent to PARIS to accompany a special comMissary
train back to KIEV.. In the latter part of 1942 I WPS for a. certain time acting
chief of Abt I en& II of the Bds KIEV ana thus working in a field completely
foreign to me (WI, telephone, motor transportation, administration, organization,
construction, personnel). Toward the end of 1942 I fell ill and srent the first
months of 1942 in hospitals in KIEV and ZAKOPANE. Still incapable of duty, I
returned from the east to the Tyrolean Alps for recuperation and never went beck
to Russia.
Russian Science
1. All science is strictly regulated and directed from r central office in
110SC07. Each professor was assigned a special field of research and Was strictly
limited to that field. Should his research happen to lead to another field, he
had to report this • fect immediately to PI superior office and await n. eacision
as to whether he could continue his work in the new fiele. I made the acquaintance of P professor decorated with the Order of LENIN, whose file was confined
to research on seeding machinery, of another who was permitted to work on only
certain explosives, of a woman professor assigned a special field of Chinese
geology, etc. At that time about 100 professors and their assistants haa
volunteered to -ork in the German I G Farben and Leuna p lants. Before being
accepted they had to recort to the'KdS in RHARKOV . and explain their s pecial field
of research. I checked this information for two or three days in order to become
more familiar with the Soviet methods in assigning research projects. Later this
job was taken over by a German officer ane representative of the Leunawerke.
-
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2. Research and invention were encourged b3&..n variety of remunerat&ons to an
extent unknown to me in a.ny other pert of the world. Any professor who hPd
managed to bring forth even the slightest achievement, even if it WPS only a
small improvement on a machine or e. saving of lebor could_ obtain:
a.

i:edals and distinctions.

b.

An honorary position in the Party.

c.

Honorary apartmnts. In KiU,RKOV, for instance, one of the most
bePutiful ane largest aeartment houses tv,a been built by the State for
such professors.

d.

Iree vacation in the Crimea, BLRDYANSK or the Oeucesus.

6.

Free trip to OSC.,0' 7 , eith(r to special opera performances or to Party
festivals and conventions.

f. Special financial essistence for future research.
3. Only P. part of the research cerried out ,JPS devoted to new inventions and
greet part of their reseerch ue:s devoted to the precise recondiscoveries.
struction of patents of other eountrits, for the Soviet Union, es far as I know,
recognized no foreign patents. In ell institutes I found professors working on
such iritetions. As I was told, and this could be seen by the nanvs of the firms
on the articles in otestion, the originals in the years before 1935 , ceme from
France Pne Germany, and later on mostly from the United States. This reseerdh,
however was not just a ouestion of imite eting, but also improving on the orienal
product in order to multiply the dffidiency of Pll these machines, chemicals,
optical instrUMnts, etc. The result could be seen in one of the big industrial
plants. For exa mple, in the hige eower plants of DNEFROSTROY, I noticed a small
machine of Siemens an another one, I believe, of General !otors. The Russians
had increased the specifications many times, had constructed the new machines in
Russian plants, end had_ then hailed, them as gigantic achievements of Russian
engineering. (This vas explained to me by a Russian and a German engineer, and
I also heard the same story in other places). The point is, however, that
Russian iritetion was not necessPrily unproductive, nor did it stifle Rustian
research. On the contrary, as I wrs told everywhere I went, their own r.eseerch
received much impetus from this method of approach.
4. Several rese p rch institutes, for example, the institute for atomic res-arch
in nARKOV, were registered in official registers under intentionally misleading
names.
5. In KEi;I:KOV elm; there 14e.re over 50 different scientific institutes, for
etoric reseerch, for exp losives, for general dhemistry, general physics, for
road construction, for railroads, for farm machinery, for mines, for ballistics,
etc.
Agriculture
Very little e gricultural land is privevely ownee, ilost of it was grouped
together in kolkhosi end sovkhosi. .2he org e nization of the kolkhosi is a familiar
one, for they have been copied from the collective f P rns of the Pareguayan Jesuit
State. The sovkhosi, which are Soviet State farms supporting excellent experimental
st p tions for the study of plants, for the breeding of enimals, for imorovement
of seed, for artificial insemination, etc, have in my opinion received fPr too
little attention abroad. These sovkhosi also cooperete very closely with the
agricultural institutes of the various uni versities, and thrnugh their combined.
efforts, the Soviet empire will soon be independent of the rest of the world for
foodstuffs and, ,, ith the steady expansion of its sphere of influence will then be
in a. position to erect P. food blokede egeinst the rest of the world.
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n agronomist,
It is particul a rly interetting te note that the present-day Aussieb
rapidly
becoming
a
is
as as advisor and leer in the fiat of agriOUlture,
highly important porfeseionel.
Industry
There is no need to mention in this report the gigantic adhievenente of the
country. I wee deeply impressed by the chemical
Soviets in industrializing their
the
aluminum
works in ZA-i0POZHE, the iron founeriee of
KAI:INSKOYE
and
plants in
'eARIUFOL,.ane power plants of DISPROSTROY, not to mention the Donbas of the
ROG area.
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There are two points, however, which were repeatedly brought tO my attention
while in Russie arid which should be brought out here.
1. Russian industrialization has been planned to permit conversion from
peace to war production ond vice versa in a minimum of time. I was told again
and again that every tractor driver in the Soviet Union is trained in such a way
that he can operate a tank with few days eractice, and every ITS station (Machine
and tractor station) in the country is organized in such a way that it can be
conve rt ed almost immediately into en ordnPnce company. The entire Soviet industry
has been organized according to P well thought out and well planned system of
rap id conversion either to peace or to war. Every tractor factory can be turned
into a tank factory on short notice:
2. So far, the Soviet peorle have not yet enjoyed the fruits of Soviet
industrialization, end the reason for this lies in the fact that:Soviot industry
first plans to complete the Bolshevization of the world. When no other industry
In the world can compete with the flood of Soviet industrial products, then and
only then will the international workers ehjoy prosperity.
Bolshevism ane.Buddhism
The Buddhist monks of EIISTA and on Lake Nanits assured me again and again that
they were striving to restore the simplicity of early Buddhism and reject the
DOMD, the desire for power rnd the blasphemous conduct of the Lamas : They wished
to reform all Asia and lead it back to Buddha. w ith the support of the Soviet
State, the :ouddhist missionaries are trained in large monasteries.far to the enst
end then wander southward via the holy city of uacIA, to -oreach the gospel of
Budeha and STALIN. I was told thPt there are already very many Soviet Buddhist
missionaries active in Central Asia and in East Asia and that all Asia and •
all Russia would soon form one enormous B uddhist-Soviet empire. The professor
from R41.20V, who acco apanied me as my interpreter on my trip to these Buddhist
monks, explained to me in great detail the tremendous significance Buddhism had
for the Soviet policy it Asia and told me that n. considerable number of the
euddhist monks trained in the above-mentioned monasteries for missions in China
receive, their instruction under the direction of the MEND and that they Pre
nothing more teen secret agents of the Soviet:
Bolshevism and Islam
zast of the large island of Buddhistic faith near ELISTA, we find the border
of the Moha.mmedan Soviet domain, which extends in a narrow belt to the west and
in a wide area to the east of the Caspian Sea. I myself only became acquainted
with a few tent villages 1oceted on the edge of this Islamic domain.
The German authorities suffered under the illusion that these Mobarmedans
would rush to the German troops full of enthusiasm. Yet here I was also able to
determine, though only superficially, that which had been confirmed in other
areas, namely that the MOD had carried on extensive work in Islam, had won Islam
over, and had harnessed it to serve its purposed.
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ertisan werfare was very costly for both sides in the east. During my long
tripe I came to the conclusion that partisian warfare was intensified through one's
own nervousness. I trPveled frequently through partisan territory, covered
stretches alone, which otherwise were limited to convoy travel, slept in villages,
which were reputed to be overrun with partisans, and yet I never experienced one
single incident, though I was not always to be recognized as harmless.
I had the se experience in Yugoelavia in 1944/45, where I spent much time
In the most feared Partisan villages, traveled by bicycle or on foot aver the
most dangerous forest paths without ever being attecked.
For nez7 German leeders partisan warfare was undoubtedly to P great extent
more a matter of ambition to obtain the Iron Cross by killing a high number of
partisans than a metter of necessity.
The Soviet Control System

In the 14ational Socialist state, the tight network of Gestapo, SD, Party end
affiliated organizations made any revolution from within impossible and therefore
senseless. In the Soviet state an intricate control system also prevents the
individual from breaking out of the cormunity. During my one year trip in the
Urkraine, I cane across traces of this system of control everywhere.
1. All activities were subjected to a dual control system executed in writing.
a.

DePteiled and p edantic records were kept on everythingthat hap-oened,
whether it had to do with the progress in egriculturel works, in
industrial production, with egg production, with the birth of ex...Ives,
with the inventory of department stores, with the activities of doctors
or the stPtus of education. I sem such reports dealing with all po'ssibl•
subjects and included them As Annexes to my original report on Russia.
The teachers, for instence, had not only to report in writing on the
exact status of their preperation for each hour of classroom work
(method, sources, teeching aids) but also on the result of each , hour
of classroom work (how the ouestions were answered, effect of the
instruction, etc.)

b.

Sir-liar euestionnaires applied to all other fields of activity to find
out what had hapaened, what had been undertaken and what had been • '
achieved. all results were then converted into detailed statistics.

As . a result of this tremendous written control, everyone was so overburdened with paper work thet he could not Possibly arrive at any unbolshevistic
thoughts of, his own.
This system hed the further disedventege that such a paper control and
such statistics becene more important than the actual achievements.
2. The feet that in almost every field of activity the work was carried out
not by individuals, but by groups meant that practically everyone was controlling
Pmd had to control everyone else. In the schools there was constant mutual
control by pupils and teachers. If a teacher . errived late to school, or merle some
unbolshevistic stetement, he received a black mark from the pupils, and this mark
would be registered with the school principal. The classroom hours were so arrangeC
that the teachers often had one free hour between two hours of instruction. They
were not permitted, however, to utilize this time for themselves, but had to sit
in on the work of nother teacher and check on him. The controls in other fields
of activity were similar. This method of everyone controlling everyone else and
this system of p oints can be found in just as strict a form in the Jesuit Order.
As e eatter of fact, the striking similarity in the system of the Soviets, the
rational Socialists and the Vatican, cannot be stressed too often.
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• 3. The Communist Party, the Komsomolsen Pne. State officiels carried. out their
own strict control of all fields of activity. (aneloeous to conditions prevailing
in Zazi Germany).
4. The top control, and at the seme tine the most searching one, wes race by
the Ne.TD. The NILVD was twofold.
a. Throngh the generally known YKVD officiels. In every to wn there were
7 1;7ri:c. wvi -57. 77D buildines.
b. Through secret confidenti e l informe nts, who, of course, would greeually
beco r e known to the p eople over F p eriod of tire. emong these NXTD
confidentiel inforeants the priests of the "living" ie, Soviet-epnrovee
Orthodox Church were of pPrticulPr inportPnee. Their nu rber wee
insienificent. , The nlrost co m elete annihilation of the Orthodo e Church
in Russia cen be seen by the feet that the Orthodox bishops who went into
hiding end erergee when the Germans entered the area nunbered no m ore thee
thirty, ene even they were in the msjority co rperee with those bishops
who colleboratoe with the Soviets and were leter united under PPtriPrch
(succeede e After his de p th by :etropeliten AIZXIY).
These NKVD priests, es they "ere popularly known, were thus few in number,
yet under the preteet of piety and a feigned desire to further the Orthoeox
religion in secret, they could very eesily gain access to certain classes less
eeeessible to the general control system. Since nost of the earishes in the country
had no clergy, these 'eeeliD priests settled in the cities and mede trips from there
inte the surrounding countryside. Thus they found it relatively easy to guere
their anorynity. From all sides I herd egeln Pne PePin hot , meny people owed
their arrest to these NKVD priests. Naturelly, the Pctivity of these NIC ITD priests
eceeleratoe the moveecnt away from the Church.
Immediate arrests occurred only in very serious cases. Usually they were
earriee out in waves, et which tines P. large number of people would be picked up.
he p rocess was described to me in the follo w ing manner.
If the Government decided to build P. railroed, to take lumber out of
eiberia, to este:olish e. new industrial complex or construct highweyt,they informed
the chief of the M.TD, as to how meny hundreds of thousands of workers voUld be
eeeeee, and then those nerked for arrest would be picked up. The !layer of CHORTITZA,
eho worked for 11 years in the Centre' Records Office for Pll Soviet concentretion
enmes, tole re thnt in this p eriod of time a totel of about 15 million p eople lied
eeen interned in these camps. This figure aerees more or,less with the statistics
eublished in the internetional literature. How many of those millions lost their
lives reeeins e euestion which the meyp r could not Pnswer. The torture methods
usee coincide exactly with whet is now ?mown Pbout the German concentration cerp s .<e
from the trials and press reports. Dozens of Soviet citizens reported their own
exeoriances to me and I included their e-ect testimony in my original re p ort to
eeaD.T.ICE.
Lverywhere I went I had the generel impression that the Bussien people
ander teis strict end tightly woven centrol e setstem hedebocoea e remuch more formidable
instrument of power then the German people under National Socialist influence.
laccassful Activities of the leeND
It is e known feet tenet the Russism Secret Service has excellent specinlists
et its dispose]. both Pt home and abroPe. In this tr nyel report I shou1 e. like to
eention only two exee p les of good uneercover work of the =D.
1. The old Bisho p of lell:Cle0v wee very p ious end a firm believer in s Tserist
-Toneter RUZSiP. O eer the years he succeeded in eetharing together many of those
-he shared his views end ideals, most of them coming either from intellectual
Aeecles or from nmong the peasant population. Eis secretary was e men in his early
:erties, extremely %all educated, a theolo g ian, and at the same time exceptionally
Aeever. He was . rn eeeert not only on the Liturgy but also on Canon Lt ald and
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scrupulously saw to it that his senile and somewhat helpless Bishor and master
never committed a breach of form. He was a master of debate, and I actually
enjoyed. the disputes he and I used to carry on sometimes on matters of theology.
He once stated offhand that it was really touching how many people had discovered
their love for the Tsar. He showed greet interest in the power of the Catholic
Church, which he sharply rejected, told me himself about the activity of many
Orthodox priests for the NKVD, and enjoyed complete confidence of the Bishop and
his adherents. Later it turned out that he was anCfficer in the IAIVD and had
sent 1T / T reports of all important events to :OSCOIT.
2. A businessman in KIEV, who bore the name of a Baltic noble family, was in
the rug business and made the practice of employing only e7ceationa11y beautiful
girls in his store. ie soon established contact with most of the German offices
and supplied the private apatments of leading officials with rugs and curtains,
nienever he managed to close an important deal, he would. stage a celebrPtion
marked by much alcohol and the presence of his beautiful salesgirls, who then
loosened the tongues of even the highest German officials. He was politically
active as a. staunch supporter of the National Ukrainian :ovement, which then was cooperating very closely with the Ger man authorities. He was en extremely
brilliant man, well versed in all subjects and kno wn to be an expert on modern
Soviet philosophy. I acce p ted P. number of his invitations for this reason and
found that his refutation was well founded. Later it was established that he
had been in constant contact with 7'0SCO" through two T/" transmitters. It was
further proven that he was also a high-ranking officer in the YIVD, and, as he
himself admitted, had been empowered to take over the leadership of an anti-Soviet
National Ukrainian Government under German sponsorship.
The 3dS KIEV and its Commanders
The commander of the Si p e, and SD in KIEV with jurisdiction over the entire
Ukraine was SS-Gruf Dr IT0AS, who,prior to his assignment in the East,-had been
the 3dS in PARIS.
THOLAS was a physician by profess i.on and had had a spectacular career in the
SS, climbing very rapidly from Scharf to Grufi His use was generally ascribed
to the fact that his daughter had, been the miatress of REYDRICH for some . time and
had borne him a. child. ThOILA. 5:- was very corrupt and brutal. His deputy Was the
KdS KIEV, SS-0/Fuehrer LHRIIWO-ZR.
Abteilung Leiter IVuere at that time SS-0/Stubaf 6..na 0/Reg Rat Dr KTAB and
S-Stubaf and 0/e& aet VOLLEER. Abteilung Leiter III were S S -Stubaf Dr
STZ117C_PLI1 and. SS,O/Stubaf
amo was SS-0/Stubaf and 0/Reg Bat PUETZ,
who was known to ee very harsh. He had distinguished himself in fighting the
Partisans and was hi t4hly esteemed by the BO KIEV.
On the other hand, 521-01,S had the greatest conte mpt for the XdS in ZHITCTIR
because he failed to be harsh enough. he was later relieved because of being too
easy and was returned to Gerany.
The KdS ZILV, SS-0/Fuehr,r EFRIINGiR, had already earned his rep utation for
sharp action in Norway, pa,Gu=, "SA" and 1:INSK and Dr morus was highly pleased
with his vork in KIEV. he freouently ordered . larce-scale operations and was
decorated for this work with the Iron Cross I Class.
The commander of the Send.erkornando 1=1-7.t.:, 71 r.i.T12,TJG
brutal -person.
lids

THOS.

craaNiGov was SS-0/Stnbaf

Theo

was SS — Stuba.f

KAM, a

CFRISZENSEN, whose work also p leased

Dr

XdS DN:FROFETROVSK was at first SS-Stubaf IINK, who vns replaced•for being
too easy by the more ambitious SS-Stubaf MULDE.
KdS :FARKOV was at first SS-Standf KOBE (previously in ED). than 55-0/
Stubaf Dr -LIN:LLNN, a physician end later BdS FR&GUE. THOMAS was satisfied with
the work of both.
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SS-Stubaf 1:00R, who was later relieved.

XdS ROSTOV was the former irotestant Probst SZYMA0'TSX1-BIEBLRSTEIN (SS-StubPf
and 0/aog Rat). He was very active.
KdS in the Crimea was SS-Standf ZAPF, also very active.
NdS in NIKOL;LEV was SS-0/Stubaf and 0/aeg Rat SP.iiEN, who was not brutal enowl
for 1-11(1.AS.
. By order of the 303, every KaS had to establish a. concentration camp with
room for 1,000 to 2,000 prisoners.
The KOS in CHLP,NIGOV also set up a youth carp, where orphaned children
with good racial fePtures were trained by German teachers (women) with the
intention of bringing them to GermP ny later on.
listreatment of Prisoners
'Then I went to visit the KdS in 7Z.Z7E1TCHT.TG, SS-Stlf:laf PLATH, he received
mc while still interrogatinc a prisoner. Apparently not satisfied with one of
the answers he struck him a. number of times with a. heavy stick, so herd that the
rrisonr was dizzy for a moment. This was the one case of mistreatment of a
p risoner being interroated which I experienced in eleven years of workinE, with
the RSi7: and SD.
I often hard offi'7ials state that a slap in the face was the best method of
interrogation. I also knew that the Gestapo had a second da:,ree, which Was
only used with the narsonal permission of Arts Chef 1 ,7EILLL.R. I also noticed that
ULLLhR wPs fraouently in the comrany of a doctor, who always smelled of fresh
medicine.
xecutions
c,..ss executions, particularly of Jews, were frecuent in the Ukraine, not
only under Dr THOS, but also under his predecessor Dr BASCH. Several
commanders ran the figure of those executed during their tour of duty up to
100,000. SS-Standf 31.0311 told me personlly that in KILV he had shot 60,000
in an antitank' ditch and 30,000 in another p lace. SS-Stubsf PLI.TH told me that
for a lonE time he had shot 2,000-3,000 persons a. week. . -.:very city had its mass
graves. 'hen ZIOLY (Judenreferat Amt IV RSHA) told rla in 1941 that he intended
to e::terminate the Jews in Russia, I failed to take him seriously. Now I saw
thot this policy w s bing put throue.h in all seriousness. The larEest mess
e:7ecutions were carried out in December 1941 by the Einsetzlmmmandos, which
followed on the heels of the fighting units.
In 19 11 2 the various commanders carried, out only smaller mass executions of
100 to 200 men. In 1943, during the German retreat, large mass eecutions are
said to have a.l.sin taken p lace, particularly of concentration ca mp inmates.
SS-Stubaf :ULD: hPd assured rI c that if the military situation became hopeless he
wou1:1 kill evLry inmate of his concentr a tion cnmp.
The KdS KITV had on the avcra E.o one e7ecution day 11. Week. .(Spring 1942).
Nawly arrived SS leaders from the Reich felt it their honorary duty to tPke part
in these e:77.ecutions in order to prove their toughness. No one was forced to
particinate. I must mention as the most positive Point in Dr T0EAS character
the fact that he nevr forced anyone to take part in TIPSS executions and only
treated those who refused PS weaklings. In ICTITZNTCHUG, I witnessed the
e7acution of about 200 men, women, and children of every age including babies.
The victims were forced to kneel in P. lac ditch and each one was shot separately
in the back of the head, so that death was always instantaneous.
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To overco m e moral depression the pPrticip P nts in mass .xecutions of the Be,
re1l suprli,d with vodka. Neverthel,:ss, psychic colla p se was
fr cuently the result. In one case, an Pctive participant in one of thc ,nrygs
executions suddenly shot and killed A number of his co m rades one ni 5.ht . In
another cese e E/Sch o rf, who vms carrying on n nor mP l conrsrtion with his best
friend, suddenly stood
and shot him d Pd. An interestine, meOical thenomenon,
Ps Dr T- _3.-S c P lled it, wrs the fact that the men, I dio had fre r,uently tPken Part '1
the E-ecution of wo men and irls, became sexually i-Totent for P certain period
Of tf.me.
alact ZOE,
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HEADQUARTERS
HILITARY
INTILLIG7riCE
SERv IC:] CZYTER
7707
US AY
APO 757
AYAMZ X
PERSONALITIES
SS-Stubaf Amts IT vI and 711

P risoner: RARTL, Albert
ALTINGER, Josef
ILHA, Peter

SS O/Stuf _:enodictine -Pater Church Referent
Extrenely active.
in KO.LTIGS
1.en3dictint monk ,. 'orked on project to determine
economic p ower of the Catholic Church for Amt III,
BSA.

:ERNI:6TG, (mu)

3ishop of OSNA7oBVLCX Prussian State Counsellor.

DIL:KIRSTELC-SCY'..A1.0 . 'SKY

Protester.t clerormen Active in Reich Church
i:inistry SD agent.

Tar(1.7.F,R, Er Joachim

GIS agent at the vatican.

303L, (fnu)

Czech Ctholic p relnte Inforant of SD PRAGUZ.

TDRATE,

ilheli von

Agent of the Vatican end the USSR Active among
American Negroes about 1927.

2LI7DL, (fnu)

'Former Zenedictine Pater Active in the SD.

D217, Dr (fnu) von

" Tas in charge of Vatican relay station in MICH
Gave all mail to the SD for -)hotosteting.

DUDZIUS, (fnu)

Theology p rofessor in TUEZIYG1 and at the
vatict!m SS informt.

.IGL, Josef

Pro-Yazi Catholic Kaplan in 'UNICH.

7-07,:=GI7G'2R, (fnu.)

Protestant pastor Infor qent of LdS RIGA.

aao:ala, Dr (fnu)

Archbisho of FE:JIliURG Supporting member of SS.

' iR7-JIZZ:7ALD , Dr (fnu)

Former Zenedictine Peter Active in the SD.

Dr •ekobus
HL:CILTIL, (fnu)

Ildefons

Archbshop of "3AbaiRG.
Protestant j
. ishop and Director of Protestant
Church Foreign Office Had close contacts with
the :k:.rman Foreitm Office.
Abbot of i.:arie Leech monp stery Had close contacts
with SD DUESSELDORF,

HOLYSTE=R, Prof (f nu)

Taught at the University of Vienna Intimate
friYnd of SCIMSCHNIGG. informant of SD LINZ'.

HUYN, (fnu)

Patriarch Former Archbishop of PRAGUE Informant
of SD BOIZANO.

.TOH.r7S, (fnu)

Patc. r of ETTAL monastery Friend of GORING
and the SD.

:ULLEP., Dr Peter

Prior of a. I:enedictiLe ebey in SchleswigHolstein Active for the SD.
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CACHE'iS, (fnu)

BeAedictlne Pater Nephew of dshop KAChENS of
HILDESRLIV Worked for. the SD.

I.AYER, Prof Josef

Catholic professor at Bisho p s' Academy in
PAMR0R . Ilrote favorable opinion for HARTL on
euthanasia Vent on an intelligence mission to
R011, in 1943.

MERKLE, Sebastian

Professor of theology in WUERZBURG Submitted
regular reports to the SD Received the Adlerschild des Deuschen Reich.

MOHR, Dr (fun)

Theologian in FREIBURG SD informant.

MUELLER, 'Ludwig

Protestant Reich Bishop Ardent friend of HITLER.

MUELLER, Dr Josef

Active Bavarian lawyer ?olitician Bavarian
nationalist v atic:an and Abwehr agent.
Orthodox Arch:Imandrite in the Vladimirovka
monastery Russian noble Has contacts with the
USSR end Balkans Informant of the GIS.

1,TEIPPERG, Albert von

Count Abbot of Naubsrg monastery Active for
SD STUTIO=ART.

ITELIS, Heinrich

Catholic professor at the University of Frankfurt
'orked for the BdS in BRUSSELS CPI card 460291.

NEUHAUS, Dr (fnu)

Protestant theologian Regierungs Rat Chief of
Church Peferat Amt VI CPI card 153874.•

CUT-ISY, Eugen

Count Former Bavarian "Economics Minister S$
Stubaf in the SD Important informant.

ROSS . ERER,

Catholic priest denounced by HARTL.

Josef

ROri:H, Josef

Ministerial Dirigent Priest Head of the Catholic
Division in the Reich Church Ministry SD informant.

ROTH, (Thu)

Regierungs Rat Chief of Church Referat Amt VI
(Possibly identical with Erich ROTH CPI 107310)

SCPACT.ELETT:=, Alban

Pro-Nazi Abtot in KUHCH.

SC=AGEL, Anton

High-ranking bishop in

`CHLEYER, Karl

SS 73rigf Former Catholic monk Active in the
•Dst for the SD Later he was SS Pol Fuehrer
in DNEPRT'ETRO'TSK.

OFTI:IDT, Damian
iiiIDT

zur NEDBEY, (fnu)

Abbot of

GRUESSAU Had

LUNICH SD

informant.

contact with SD BRESLAU.

President of the p rotestant Land Church in Mecklenburg Worked for the SD and RSHA.
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SOHOENHOEFF2R, (fnu)'Prelate of the Vatican Propaganda Fide
Collaborated with the GIS.
SOHUSTLR, (Thu)

Cardinal of MILAN Pro-Fascist In close contact
with 'JdS VERONA Helped high-ranking $S leaders
escap e to Switzerland..

SERAPHIM

Orthodox Metropolitan in BERLIN Pro-Nazi.

SRPii

Orthoiox Archimandrite in the Vladimirovka
monas'tery Former Tsarist artillery officer
Gave EARTI important information.

.

STEPHAY., (fnu)

•

xarch of Bulgaria Inforalant of HARM Now
colla'ooreting with the Russians.

STILLER, Kurt

SS EiStuf Protestant export in Church Referat
Amt III RSHA.
Amt VI Later

SUEARD, (mu)

Cardinal in PARIS Pro-Fascist Had contacts
with Ar^t v I RI3HA.

TOYDROCK, (fnu)

SS Richter SS Brigf 'Protestant Minister and
advisor to HIWaER.

UNGER, (fnu)

Paid agent of SD SALSBURG • Personal counsellor
of Princo l'isho? Dr 7AITZ.

72RSOHATTE, Cyriel

LeFder of Catholic Flemish Autonomy Movement
Collaborated extensively with the SD.

VO:K, Rainer

SS H/Stuf Amt VI RSHA for Church Affairs.

7EIDEINT, (fnu)

Protestamt_Land Dishop of
SD BREMEN and for RSHA.

WEREUN,

Peter

WIENICED,

(f nu)

:101MT

'.1orked for

:Ashop and Apostolic Administrator of the United
Ort.hoJox Church Former Ukrainian officer
Bishop's seat in liERLIBi Im p ortant informant.
Bishop Catholic leader who condoned euthanasia
for the insane.

7=7R, Prof Edouard Professor at the University of Prague Studied
Orthodox literature fo: intelligence purposes.
and raported results to RSHA.
7OLF, Martin

Church ReTerent in the SI? from 1934-1935 CPI
card 440255.

“OLFSTEINER, Tilliba1d

Abbot of LETTZY Tforked for the GIS.
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